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Notes from the Chair

Being the Tide
Carol Ann Weaver
It’s night. I’m at the water fountain at Conrad Grebel/University of Waterloo. A colleague approaches. “What are you teaching tonight?”
“Women in Music,” I reply, referring to a course I created and taught for
decades, incorporating tides of often forgotten women’s music from the
beginning of recorded history up to today.
“Well,” he says, with a strange kind of über-confidence, “I'm teaching ‘Men
and Women in Music’ (his ‘Intro to Music’).
“Hmm,” I say, “what women?”
“Well, Clara Schumann, Fanny Mendelssohn, Hildegard of Bingen . . .” and
his voice trails off.
Three women! And how many hundreds of men? I gulp water, gasp for
air. T’was an earlier decade. But really? Is this why we have ACWC?
ACWC/AFCC* has just reached its highest tide yet, with 101 members!
About time for all music courses to include waves of women composers.
Starting with a mere handful of members in 1981, ACWC has steadily
grown into an organization whose members are now spread out across
Canada (from BC and Northwest Territories, Prairie Provinces and Ontario,
Quebec and Maritime Provinces), branching into England, Scotland and
USA. We have named two Honorary Members—Roberta Stephen of Calgary, Alberta, and Gayle Young of Grimsby, Ontario—for their impressive
musical careers and their long-time service to Canadian women composers.
Many of our composers are garnering national and international fame;
their music is heard literally around the world. Our association includes
two ensembles whose goal is to perform Canadian women’s music – Émergence in Quebec, and Women on the Verge in Toronto and USA. We are
creating concerts of our music across Canada, and beyond. And we have
some of the most vibrant and effective communication outlets of any musical organization via our website, https://acwc.ca/, email-distributed newsletter SoundBox, and web-based Journal, now edited by Fiona Evison.
*ACWC/AFCC Association of Canadian Women Composers/l’Association des femmes
compositeurs canadiennes will be referred to throughout the article in its shorter version,
ACWC. However, much of our website and many communications are bilingual.
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As we approach ACWC’s 40th Anniversary in 2021, we have much to celebrate. Once more, we reflect on why we exist as an association of Canadian
women composers. How is our mandate different from that of Canadian
Music Centre, Canadian League of Composers, and other professional or
academic organizations to which many of us also belong? Simply, as the
only professional association of women and women-identified composers
and musicians in Canada (https://acwc.ca/), our support of women’s music remains not only unique but timely. But like any task-oriented outfit,
should we not attempt to make ourselves obsolete, outdated or redundant
once our job is completed? When women composers are as frequently performed, as publicly honoured, as commonly hired as university composition professors, should ACWC fold, having accomplished our major goal?
However, we exist for more than just promoting our music. As we create
an invaluable community of support within a larger world, we realize our
voices are part of the larger human expression. As stated in the 1980s and
more recently by Hillary Rodham Clinton, “women’s rights are human
rights.” Within Canada we can certainly claim that women’s music is
Canadian music, thus deserving equal footing with that of men. And globally, if we comprise more than half of the world’s population, do we not
have a commitment to speak up, to sing out our songs?
Politically, there are hopeful signs within the current Canadian landscape,
as the new Liberal cabinet again equally balances women and men. But the
House of Commons currently boasts only 29% women. And for over 152
years (from 1867 until now) we have had only four months with a woman
Prime Minister.
As for women’s equal representation, go to virtually any area of public life
and choose your statistics. Women’s work is far from done. No one says it
more winsomely than American performance artist/singer/composer Laurie Anderson in her “Beautiful Red Dress” (from her 1989 Strange Angels
album): “OK! OK! Hold it! / I just want to say something. / You know, for
every dollar a man makes / a woman makes 63 cents. / Now, fifty years
ago that was 62 cents. / So, with that kind of luck, it’ll be the year 3888 /
before we make a buck. But hey, girls? / We can take it and if we can’t /
we’re gonna fake it / we’re gonna save ourselves….”
So, before such an impossibly distant time, it may be more important to
find out how unique and essential our women’s musical voices are within
society, than how equal our opportunities are, across the board. What do
we women have to say based on our many heritages, our shared and diver4
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gent experiences, our continual struggles? What roles do we wish to play
today, tomorrow? With such questions, we may find ACWC becoming increasingly relevant, the further we go into the 21 st Century. Rather than
merely working to reach certain quotas, no matter how vital these are, it
may be more crucial for us women, as the human majority, to find ways to
celebrate, empower, be empowered by each other, and do the work which
only we can do.
So, in anticipation of our 40th Anniversary in 2021, we are forming an anniversary committee and gathering ideas from members about how best to
mark this anniversary. We are asking concert organizers to program our
music, developing a mentorship weekend for young composers, creating
children's composition concerts and activities, planning multiple crossCanada ACWC concerts, offering two grants (ACWC Initiatives Fund and
Roberta Stephen Award) in support of anniversary projects, and exploring
various ACWC convergences—both physical and virtual events. What else?
We would love to hear from you. Please contact me at caweaver@uwaterloo.ca with your 40th Anniversary ideas.
And in the meantime, while the very water we drink and air we breathe is
threatened, a 16-year-old creates a revolution for our planet. Thank you,
Greta Thunberg. With 101 of us now, how can we continue this revolution
of caring for our planet organically, environmentally, sustainably, audibly,
sonically, musically, courageously, knowing that what’s good for the planet
is also good for women, and vice versa. And what’s good for women is what
allows all of our voices to be heard, not just the two or three Claras or
Hildegards since the beginning of Western history, not just the one Kim
Campbell for four out of 1,824 months of Canadian Prime Ministers, or not
just the year 3888 when we supposedly gain financial equality with men!
Our progress can at times seem invisible, our revolution virtually silent.
But listen, Laurie Anderson is finishing her song: “We’ve got a fever of a
hundred and five / and the moon is full / and look out baby / it’s high
tide!” So let’s find the tide, drink it, ride it, and ‘be’ the tide that changes
our world!
Carol Ann Weaver is the Chair of ACWC/AFCC. Carol
Ann is a celebrated Canadian composer whose music has
been heard throughout North America and in parts of Europe, Africa, Korea and Paraguay.
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From the Editor

Journey to the Journal
Fiona Evison
Welcome to the Fall/Winter edition of the ACWC/AFCC Journal. This is
my first edition, but I follow in the capable footsteps of previous editors.
Allow me to introduce myself: I am a seasoned musician but a newer composer. After a period of “creative starvation”, the tap to composition
opened within me, and it has become a passion, even an obsession.
The support of my community near Georgian Bay has been immeasurable
—I am surrounded by musicians who are willing to try my pieces and
provide vital feedback, and by audiences who are generous with their appreciation. I have a bachelor's degree in sacred music, a master's degree in
community music, and I study composition privately. I have conducted
academic research on community composition, which I look forward to
writing about in a subsequent issue. As an editor and writer, my work has
covered parenting, sacred music, college yearbooks, non-profit corporations, university music, real estate listings and wedding photography!
It has been a large venture to get everything up and running, but I have so
enjoyed getting to know those of you who have contributed. This journal is
a voluntary initiative; the content represents a collaborative effort of our
members and colleagues. So, thank you to those who responded to the call.
You have awed and inspired me by your creative industriousness. A special
welcome to our new members, who hail from coast to coast. Read their
biographies and consider reaching out to them in hospitality. Maybe a new
collaboration or friendship is in store? (I have met two members who
share family names. I think of them as long-lost cousins, and my ancestry
detective mother is now searching the family tree. Another member studied music with my same small-town teachers—a recipe for instant bonds!)
As I have prepared this issue, my desire has been for it to be a source of
communication, inspiration, celebration, contemplation, and education.
So, make yourself a beverage, and enjoy reading
about the composers' community that we are creating
through the ACWC/AFCC. I welcome your feedback!
Fiona Evison, a community composer-performer-researcher with a Scottish heritage, lives in Ontario and is
ACWC/ACFF's Journal editor.
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ACWC/AFCC Business

ACWC Receives National Arts Service Organization Status
Janet Danielson
On March 4, 1981, arts administrator Carol Lomax and a group of women
composers including Mary Gardiner and Ann Southam signed the Association of Canadian Women Composers/ L’Association des femmes compositeurs canadiennes into official existence. It was set up as a not-for-profit
collective for the purposes of supporting Canadian women composers and
drawing public attention to the “presence and authenticity” of women
composers in Canada.
Public fascination with “angry young men” in the post-WW II years fostered a (frankly) misogynistic aesthetic which valorized dominant male
personalities in the field of music composition. Our founding mothers realized that a different kind of organization was required to support women.
They believed that the democratic structure of a collective and the collaborative potential of a network would best promote women’s strengths and
allow a more open aesthetic to emerge.
The ACWC/AFCC worked hard to expand from its strong Toronto base,
and gradually, across the country, women composers found that membership in the ACWC provided them with a supportive and inspiring network.
I recall how encouraged I was by the West Coast visit of ACWC/AFCC
Chair Jana Skarecky in the 1990s.
While serving on the executive of the Canadian League of Composers in
the early 2000s, I asked why CLC qualified for funding for their operations
and was told that they were a National Arts Service Organization. It
seemed to be a status mysteriously conferred from above: in those days
one couldn’t simply do an internet search to find out what a NASO was or
which organizations might qualify for it. But I felt this was a status the
ACWC/AFCC ought to seek. It did not seem right that the ACWC/AFCC
couldn’t access funding for its basic operations. Women’s composing time
was being compromised to keep it operating. And following Ann
Southam’s illness and death in 2010, we lost not only a generous sponsor
but also access to funding through her foundation. Without NASO status,
the ACWC/AFCC could not issue charitable receipts to our donors, severely restricting our ability to get grants and donations.
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The first step towards becoming a National Arts Service Organization was
to become a not-for-profit corporation. In 2013, Chair Joanna Estelle completed this process and signed our articles of incorporation. After a few
years of successfully managing the extra paperwork involved, the board
decided to move ahead with a National Arts Service Organization application. Through our current Chair Carol Ann Weaver’s leadership, and with
the help of Tina Pearson and Kat Gimon, we developed a new website and
made it available in both French and English. Our Soundbox and Journal
achieved a high standard. We increased our membership and our concert
activity across Canada so we would truly achieve national status.
Qualification as a National Arts Service Organization is a two-step process,
requiring approval first from the Department of Canadian Heritage and
then from the Canada Revenue Agency. We easily passed the first hurdle,
but had a tougher time with the CRA, who required a revision of our original objectives. Their office suggested a briefer alternative which our board
found acceptable, and in April 2019, our NASO status was made official.
What does this mean for the ACWC/AFCC? Mainly, it means that we can
issue charitable receipts for grants and donations, so we can apply directly
for grants without going through a ‘flow-through’ foundation. It also
means that we must be scrupulous in our bookkeeping and demonstrate
fiscal responsibility.
National Arts Service Organization status opens up huge opportunities. It
is my hope that we will take full advantage of our new status. While no one
would now dispute the “presence and authenticity” of women composers
in Canada, many needs are ongoing: for example, the need for a supportive
network, for an open and collaborative aesthetic environment, and for the
nurturing of professionalism. We face the new challenge of providing a
powerful artistic response to a changing environment. Becoming a National Arts Service Organization doesn’t turn us into yet another bureaucracy;
it simply reflects the reality that we are organized, we serve those artists
who are women composers, we are national, and we merit the same
support of donors and granting agencies that other
parallel organizations have been enjoying for years.
Janet Danielson, ACWC/AFCC Treasurer, is a composer whose works have been performed in England, the U.S.,
and Canada. She is a composition professor at Simon
Fraser University, BC.
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ACWC/AFCC Initiatives

ACWC/AFCC Toronto Concert
Presenting new works for chamber ensemble by women composers in the ACWC and beyond!
Stephanie Orlando
The Association of Canadian Women Composers is planning a concert in
Toronto with the theme of “Building Up”, referring to how we support other women through our work. There will be a call for scores and proposals
for available members and non-members to submit works. The concert
will feature a quartet consisting of Amanda Lowry (flute), Naomi McCarroll-Butler (clarinets/saxophones), Marketa Ornova (piano), and Yang
Chen (percussion). Works submitted may be for the ensemble or subset,
with the optional use of electronics.
The event has been generously co-sponsored by the Canadian Music
Centre, Toronto division. The sponsorship involves the use of the
Chalmers Performance Space, located at 20 St. Joseph St., for the concert
and rehearsals. Video live streaming for the event will also be provided to
make the performance available to members located outside of Toronto.
Through this concert we would like to create a space for women’s artistic
voices to be presented. Our project benefits women in the community by
creating a space where we can be open, vulnerable, supported, and inspired through a collaborative atmosphere. This type of opportunity helps
us to imagine and manifest a more diverse musical landscape. Through
this project we will be challenging conceptions of what a composer looks
like and broadening the range of musical voices in the community. We
have also insured that we reached out to women-identifying performers
and organizers to ensure a space comfortable for the women composers involved.
The call for scores and proposals will be announced in early January 2020,
with the selected composers notified in early April.
Concert date: July 17, 2020
Location: Canadian Music Centre, 20 St. Joseph St, Toronto
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Education

Achieving an ARCT Composition
Diploma
Edith Covach
A passion became a dream,
a dream became a desire,
and desire drove effort.

This was a challenging and dangerous dream that included the ups and
downs of any goal worth achieving.
The ARCT in composition is a program designed in three parts: Part I is a
five-year period in which 12 exams take place. The primary focus of this
period is to deepen one’s knowledge and skill of composing techniques
from their earliest stages in history to modern and current styles and
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trends. It includes seven different counterpoint exams, two levels of orchestration, two levels of history of music and composition, as well as a
strenuous and thorough ear training and development component. Part II
is a three year time-frame purely focused on original compositions in preparation for Part III, which is an oral defence of the presented works.
Although a strong desire and clear vision are essential for such an extensive journey, it isn’t enough to get you through the ups and downs unless
there is support from a passionate and accomplished professor—a mentor
and tutor who believes in you every step of the way and helps you move
forward when the hard times come. One thing that kept the spark alive was
when I found out about the ACWC—an energized group that not only encourages Canadians to pursue composing as a form of local art but also
provides venues and opportunities for exposure and outreach.
As expected, it was difficult to find qualified teachers who would be up to
the demand. But it truly helped to contact the RCM School for recommendations, and I even enrolled with them for some of the courses. Also,
at local universities were master musicians who were fully qualified, and
some became willing to help me out. It was key to abide by the bibliography provided by RCM in their syllabus, which was very resourceful but
well-focused on the requirements. There is so much reference material out
there that could deviate and end up wasting precious time pressed by calendar deadlines.
When choosing composition, there is a risk of thinking it is something to
freely let the imagination take flight. The truth is that if we want our music
to stand the test of time, creativity needs to be balanced by restraints and
boundaries. That’s exactly what this program has provided to me. The
RCM believes in using works composed over hundreds of years by the
greatest composers the world has known as models to successfully shape
the music of tomorrow.

Edith Covach is active as a composer, teacher and
musician- performer—a pianist to her church orchestra and choir, and involved in constant projects on
the side. Currently, she is a teacher at the Renaissance School of the Arts in Waterloo, Ontario and in
her private studio.
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Guest Performer Insights

Pilgrims of Destiny in the 21st Century
Kathleen Shimeta
In August 1999, my husband, Dan, and I rang the doorbell at the home of
Gena Tenney Phenix and her husband, Philip. A dignified elderly woman
came to the door and welcomed us into her home. For the next two and a
half hours conversation flowed with Mrs. Phenix telling stories of her
mother, composer Gena Branscombe, and Mr. Phenix filling in details
about his in-laws. Mrs. Phenix brought out family pictures, original published sheet music and the 1929 original piano/vocal score of her mother’s
dramatic oratorio, Pilgrims of Destiny. As I
held the score and turned each fragile page, I
thought to myself, “Someday in the future…
someday…there will once again be a performance of this work.” Little did I know that the
“someday” would take 20 years.
Several months prior to our visit, Mrs. Phenix
and I had phone conversations in which I explained my interest in her mother’s life and
music. She gave me her heartfelt approval to
record her mother’s songs and suggested
pieces she would like on the recording. Over
the next 18 years my journey into the life and
music of Gena Branscombe grew from recording a CD to creating and performing a onewoman show about her. I also gave presentations at Women in the Arts
conferences. In the early 2000s, a trip to the Library of Congress allowed
me time to study the original and only conductor’s score of Pilgrims of
Destiny. Ebay and Amazon became places where I purchased original
published songs and piano works of the composer, including a piano/vocal
score of Pilgrims of Destiny. We were now one small step closer to a performance of the oratorio.
I was surprised during these years to be contacted by former Branscombe
Choral members. Reminiscing about their years performing with Miss
Branscombe, they would find my website, then e-mail me to offer memories, music, programs, pictures, and letters from Miss Branscombe. These
12
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women had held onto their treasured items for over 60 years. A call came
from Pierre, the son of a Branscombe Choral member, who said Miss
Branscombe had come to his home for dinner when he was a young boy.
Seeming to glide across the living room, she stopped in front of him, bent
down and gave him one of her batons. Miss Branscombe told him she had
conducted his mother and his two aunts in concerts using the baton. She
showed him how to hold it and helped him conduct a 4/4 measure. It was
a magical moment.
Pierre said to me, “Would you like to have the baton?” My enthusiastic response: “Yes, please.” He assured me the very baton was in his attic and
once he found it, he would mail it to me. Eighteen months later the baton,
carefully packaged, arrived.
One day, someone would conduct Pilgrims of Destiny with
this baton.
In the Fall/Winter 2018 edition of the ACWC Journal, my article, “For the
Love of Two Countries” explained how Miss Branscombe was loyal to her
Canadian roots and equally so to her adopted country, America. The
beauty of living near Lake Ontario with its lush seasonal colours and the
sound of brass instruments from the military base nearby are reflected in
her patriotic songs and instrumental works. For America, she wrote of our
pilgrims’ triumphant journey. With great pride she composed music that
honoured each country’s strength of character.
A 21st century performance of Pilgrims of Destiny became a reality when at
the Library of Congress I was joined by my colleague, Heather Seaton. We
photographed every page of the orchestral score. Several weeks later, I was
contacted by Dan Ryan, Director of Choral Activities at Clark University.
On a garage sale hunt for vintage music he had come across the piano/vocal score of Pilgrims. What follows is Dan’s reaction to finding the music:
I admit I didn’t pay too close attention to the composer and was initially
drawn in by the title Pilgrims of Destiny - A Choral Drama. I took it to
the piano and played through the first few pages, the lullaby, and then
worked through the final movement. I was floored by the music, the
text, and the story of the pilgrims in pursuit of this land of opportunity.
I was shocked I was not already familiar with what so clearly and immediately struck me as a masterpiece. I flipped back the pages wondering
who could have written this and how could it have possibly flown under
the radar this far. The answer was yet another question, but one that
13
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would start this incredible journey, “Who the heck is Gena
Branscombe?"
We met via e-mail, telephone calls and then in person. Discovering I had
photos of the conductor’s score as well as the New York Public Library for
the Performing Arts’ pencil score, we knew we could create a new score for
performance. I brought out Miss Branscombe’s baton and told Dan he
could conduct the Clark University performance of Pilgrims with it, the
first in 79 years.
The job of entering the score into Finale began with a team of Clark University students, Dan Ryan, Will Wickham. and myself. This tedious work
was made more difficult due to comparing the conductor’s score to the
pencil score and then referencing the piano/vocal score. Conflicting notation and instrumentation between the different scores and published mistakes in the piano/vocal score required judgment calls by Dan.
Choir rehearsals at Clark University began in January 2019. In early March
I travelled to Worcester to work with the student soloists and attend choir
rehearsal. It was exciting to hear Miss Branscombe’s rich, melodic, and
dramatic music. Not only were the students well prepared, Dan had taught
them the significance of reviving a long forgotten piece of American music.
Working long hours entering notes, editing all the work
submitted to him and studying the score, Dan Ryan created a 21st century conductor’s score for Pilgrims of Destiny. The first rehearsal with orchestra, chorus, children’s
chorus, professional and student soloists exposed more edits required by Friday evening’s dress rehearsal. Although
the rehearsal showed improvements, more editing was necessary by Dan. At Saturday evening’s preconcert rehearsal, orchestra members received new revised parts. As professionals, their playing was beautiful and smooth.
Because Miss Branscombe’s baton was stored in an attic, it had turned
brown, impossible for the chorus and orchestra to see. A solution was
found and there was an audible reaction when Dan announced from the
podium that he would conduct the final movement using Gena
Branscombe’s baton. With the last sung notes of “America! America!
America!”, the audience rose and cheered.
Dan Ryan’s own experience using Miss Branscombe’s baton: “Conducting
the final movement of Pilgrims with Gena’s baton will be one of my most
14
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cherished memories in my music career. After years of studying her handwritten scores, I felt a deep connection to the care and intentionality behind the music. A connection that was then magnified when I was able to
pick up her instrument to lift her music off the page. It was a moment you
could feel her spirit in the room. I imagined Gena looking on and concluding the performance by exclaiming her famous phrase, 'MARVELOUS.'”
At the post-concert reception were people in attendance who have gone on this 20-year journey with me
and to whom I was able to say thank you: Gena
Branscombe’s grandsons, Roger and Morgan
Phenix, who with their parents were and continue to
be supportive; my accompanist Martin Hennessy
who encouraged me to record her songs and perform my one-woman show; Laurine Elkins-Marlow
who met the composer, interviewed her and wrote
her dissertation on her; Allison Branscombe, great
niece of the composer and mentor to my writing a
children’s book about the composer; Heather
Seaton, colleague and Gena fan; Linda Johnson and
Carol Macy, great granddaughters of Arthur P. Schmidt, Gena Branscombe’s
publisher; George Boziwick of the New York Public Library who gave me
guidance for my Gena project; my husband, Dan Holland; former voice
teacher Charles Peterson; and Dan Ryan, conductor of that evening’s concert
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whose work and dedication to the music of Gena Branscombe has been a
gift.
The future for Pilgrims of Destiny is unfolding. The new orchestral and piano/vocal scores will be published and available for conductors and choirs.
Already there is interest for future performances. Plans are in place for a
Gena Branscombe concert in Boston in April 2020.
Miss Branscombe’s choral drama may have disappeared to a dusty library
shelf but an Ebay purchase, a garage sale purchase, and a baton brought it
to life after only 20 years! #BringingBackBranscombe
Discography:
Ah! Love, I Shall Find Thee: Songs of Gena Branscombe, Albany Records, 2003
Kathleen Shimeta, Mezzo Soprano and Martin Hennessy, Piano
American Romantics III, New Focus Recordings, 2018
Lansdowne Symphony Orchestra, Reuben Blundell, Conductor
Nasty Women, Centaur 2018
Joanna Goldstein, Piano
To Music - Canadian Song Cycles, Independent Label, 2010
Wanda Procyshyn, Soprano; Elaine Keillor, Piano
Remembered Voices, Carleton Sound, 2008
Ralitsa Tcholakova, Violin and Elaine Keillor, Piano
When you and I were young, Maggie: 19th century Canadian Salon Music, AME,
2005
Lawrence House, Trumpet and Aurora Dokken, Piano
By a Canadian Lady – Piano Music 1841-1997, Carleton Sound, 1999.
Elaine Keillor, Piano
Le Souvenir, Centrediscs, 1997
Sally Diblee, Soprano; Russell Braun, Baritone and Carolyn Maule, piano

Kathleen Shimeta, actor/singer, is a versatile interpreter of art songs, chamber music, oratorio and opera
whose work has been enthusiastically received throughout the USA and Europe. She has given lectures and is
writing a children’s book about Gena Branscombe.
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Member Interviews

Developing Singing Only Softly
An interview with Cecilia Livingston, composer and Monica Pearce, librettist
Fiona Evison
Singing Only Softly, based on an original libretto inspired by The Diary of
Anne Frank, premiered from November 2-4, 2019 at Heliconian Hall with
Loose Tea Music Theatre. It was commissioned by the Ontario Arts Council and the Prix 3 Femmes. I was able to interview (by email) ACWC members Cecilia Livingston and Monica Pearce about this exciting project.
Could you describe the journey from being approached with the
idea to premiere for Singing Only Softly (SOS)?
Cecilia Livingston, composer: Loose Tea Music Theatre’s Artistic Director,
Alaina Viau, approached me in 2018 about commissioning a new vocal
work about Anne Frank. I had read Anne’s diary many times, but it was
through Alaina that I learned about its complex publication history and
that there was material Anne had written that had only recently been published. I was apprehensive about working with material that has such a
huge place in public consciousness, and that stems from such dark history.
But I was also really excited to see what we could create that might invite
audiences to learn more about Anne and to deepen their appreciation of
her. Monica came on board as librettist, and we then applied for the Prix 3
Femmes. Winning the Prix and receiving generous funding from the
Ontario Arts Council allowed us to create, workshop, and revise the score
in 2019 before we went into rehearsals for the premiere.
Monica Pearce, librettist: For me, it all started when Canadian Music
Centre’s all-star Matthew Fava forwarded along an opportunity for some
libretto work with Loose Tea Music Theatre. Alaina Viau from Loose Tea
Music Theatre had been looking for someone to work on an adaptation of
Carmen and also for a large project involving the complete, unredacted diary of Anne Frank. I was interested in the project, having had such a strong
connection to Anne’s diary when I read it multiple times as a child, but I
was also incredibly nervous about working with the material, which felt
very sacred to me.
One decision I made pretty early was to write original texts that were inspired by her diary, rather than trying to adapt her diary into something
17
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operatic. Cecilia and I settled on the format of a song-opera, which would
trace Anne’s emotional journey throughout her time in the secret annex.
Tell me about the form of the work. How
does it contribute to the telling of the
story?
Cecilia Livingston: Monica and I structured the
opera as a series of episodes (evoking diary
entries), and each episode reveals a different
side of her, while drawing us along the journey
of her 'growing up' to her final days in the
'secret annex'. I found the title for the opera in
Anne's wry list of rules of good behaviour in
hiding, and its ironies resonate as the opera
progresses. The opera ends by offering some reflection on the power of her words, which she
allowed herself the imagination to foresee.
Monica Pearce: It was a really interesting challenge to write within the
song-cycle format for an opera, but I loved how it echoed the diary entries,
and allowed us to focus in on different scenes/topics. One of my favourite
through lines is that of her relationship with Peter—she begins by dreaming about him in “Peter - Dream”, then there is a beautiful duet with Anne
2 in “Peter - Kiss” and then a more grown up view in “Peter - Future”.
I remember reading Anne's diary in elementary school. Will I
recognize her in your work?
Monica Pearce: I hope so! Anne Frank's diary is so extremely well-known,
and I think there is a huge level of responsibility when considering this
amazing material. Because her diary is so impactful and widely read, I feel
like every single person who reads it takes a little bit of her story with
them. Because it is so personal, and also probably because many people
read it when they were young, they have a deep connection to Anne.
We tried to highlight different aspects of her—her humour, her writer self,
her burgeoning romantic life, and her optimism for the future. In this
work, we have Anne herself, but we also have a second Anne. This Anne is
kind of like a fragmentation of herself as she matured; the idea of being a
teenager and having a split between the person everyone sees you as and
the person you really feel you are. But a secondary reason is that there’s a
18
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sense that Anne was very lonely, especially near the end, and felt she had
no one she could confide in, and I just didn’t want her to feel alone in this
story.
Cecilia Livingston: Imagining Anne's emotional world in the 'secret annex'
was a daunting responsibility. In Singing Only Softly I hope we've created
something that suggests Anne's complexity: she was much more spiky,
funny, naive, charming, satirical, and wise than we might remember.
I've chosen not to reference the music of her time but instead to find a musical language that can—I hope—take on these shifting facets of her character, while driven by the intense, lyrical understanding of humanity that
comes through all we know about her.
How does SOS fit into your journey and growth as composers?
Will it influence your future work at all?
Monica Pearce: For me as a librettist, this is the largest project I have
worked on, and it’s one that was very close to my heart. Working with her
diary and its history was a huge privilege and one I don’t take lightly. Another amazing aspect of this project was that it was an all female-identifying team from the composer, to librettist, to director to singers to music
director. This allowed for some conversations to take place which would
have been harder to have if the gender makeup had been different; we
talked about Anne talking about her anatomy, we talked about having hard
relationships with our moms as teens, and so much more. This was an incredibly special project, and one I won’t soon forget.
Cecilia Livingston: I found this to be one of the happiest creative collaborations I’ve undertaken. We had an amazing team on this project, and that
trust we shared really let us dig deep into very challenging emotional territory. The support for this project has also been wonderful, and really creatively affirming: the support of the Prix
3 Femmes and Musique 3 Femmes, the
commissioning support from the
Ontario Arts Council, and the incredible
feedback from our audiences. I’ll treasure the experience we shared with each
other as we developed and rehearsed the
piece, and the experience of sharing it
with our audiences. I can’t wait to see
where we take ‘Singing Only Softly’ next!
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Tributes

In Memory of Françoise Barrière
1944-2019
Jon Nelson
While perhaps not well-known among
American practitioners of electroacoustic
music, Françoise Barrière played a significant role in disseminating electroacoustic music and supporting numerous electroacoustic composers.
Françoise Barrière was born in Paris,
studied at the Versailles Conservatory
and at the Conservatoire National
Supérieur de Musique in Paris.
After a brief period at GRM and further
studies in ethnomusicology, she moved
to Bourges in 1970 and, along with Christian Clozier, established the Groupe de
Musique Expérimentale de Bourges
(GMEB, IMEB from 1994), an institute for electroacoustic music. IMEB included facilities that housed electroacoustic music production studios and
the organization also actively commissioned composers to create new electroacoustic compositions, recorded electroacoustic compositions, presented an annual festival of electroacoustic music (Synthése) until 2011, published proceedings from an international academy for electroacoustic music, and hosted the annual international competition for electroacoustic
music.
In many ways, GMEB/IMEB played a role for electroacoustic composers
that is similar to the role the summer courses in Darmstadt have played for
contemporary music. The Synthése festival was expansive, generally lasting at least a week with many concerts/installations each day, and included the presentation of works from around the world as well as the
presentation of prize-winning works from the competition.
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Many IMEB concerts were presented on their loudspeaker orchestras
(Gmebaphone, then Cybernéphone that included 80+ loudspeakers) and
also developed active educational outreach programs that brought electronic music into the public schools through their Gmebogosse and Cybersongosse hardware.
Barrière also was a founder of the International Confederation for Electroacoustic Music (ICEM), an organization dedicated to fostering cooperation and the exchange of electroacoustic music amongst national organizations and confederations of electroacoustic music.
To provide a greater context, the activities of GMEB/IMEB include the following:

• commissioned 765 electroacoustic compositions from 274 composers from 43
countries

• created a digital archive containing 14,206 electroacoustic works by 4,836 composers from 82 countries

• has presented 524 concerts in 32 countries around the world
• 39 Synthèse festivals in Bourges included 1,185 concerts with performances of
the works of 2,287 composers from 62 countries as well as exhibitions, installations, and conference presentations

• Bourges Prize has recognized 519 composers from 47 countries in this international competition

• released 83 CD recordings, 10 CD-ROMs, and 5 educational CDs with their
Electronic Chrysopée and Mnemosyne labels

• published 12 collections of scholarly articles as a part of their academy
Françoise Barrière contributed to the world of electroacoustic music
through her own extensive compositional work that has been presented
around the world. Her immense contributions have profoundly shaped the
world of electroacoustic music and for those of us who had the opportunity
to get to know her, we will miss her deeply.

Jon Nelson's electroacoustic music has been performed
widely throughout the United States, Europe and Latin
America, and he has been honoured with numerous awards.
He is a composition professor at University of North Texas.
jon.nelson@unt.edu
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Tributes

Remembering Andra McCartney
August 29, 1955 – October 17, 2019
Hildegard Westerkamp

I was transported into a world in which the
song of a single cricket reverberated and
resonated in a way that I had never heard
before, in an expansive place. Moreover, I
felt urged to compose. It was an odd sensation… A powerful desire to record sounds
and work with them on tape, caused me to
go out, rent equipment, and begin.1
These are Andra McCartney’s words, recounting her beginnings as a composer. We met for the first time in person in 1993, when she interviewed
me along with 13 other women composers.2 “These interviews then formed
part of a larger study that looks at gender issues in electroacoustic music,
through its imagery and institutions, as well as through individual responses by my consultants.”3 They culminated in her MA thesis, "Creating
Worlds For My Music to Exist: How Women Composers of Electroacoustic
Music Make Place for their Voices".4
This was the beginning of many vibrant exchanges about music, sound, the
role of women in Canadian musical culture, soundscape, acoustic ecology,
the female voice and much more. It was also the beginning of important
friendships and a sense of mutual support. There was something special
about Andra’s ways of listening. I felt immediately at ease in our first meeting, when she interviewed me for this study. Not only did her questions inspire a surprising ease and fluency in my speaking, but it allowed new
thoughts and ideas to emerge. I think I can speak for many of us, that her
1

She had heard my composition, “Cricket Voice”, on Peterborough's community radio station, Trent Radio, in winter 1989. Cited
in her introduction to her dissertation: McCartney, Andra. 1999. Sounding Places: Situated Conversations through the Soundscape Work of Hildegard Westerkamp, Dissertation, York University, Toronto.
http://hildegardwesterkamp.ca/writings/writingsabout/
2
She chose women composers from three main Canadian urban centres: Montréal (Clair Piché, Lucie Jasmin, Pascale Trudel,
Monique Jean, Helen Hall and Kathy Kennedy); Toronto (Gayle Young, Sarah Peebles, Wende Bartley, Elma Miller, Ann
Southam and Carol Ann Weaver); and Vancouver (Hildegard Westerkamp and Susan Frykberg).
3
Andra McCartney, A Prelude to EA Gender Issues, Contact! Vol 8 No 2, p. 68.
4
MA thesis, York University Graduate Programme in Music, 1994.
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intense inquiry and supportive listening felt like a compassionate “thinking-with-us”, resulting for many of us in further inspiration and a renewed
relationship to our compositional work. Composer, sound artist and sound
healer Wendalyn Bartley recounts the effect that Andra’s interview in 1993
had on her:
That encounter grew into a friendship and lively exchange, and I am
grateful for her insights and analysis of how patriarchal viewpoints impacted contemporary music practices – from how women characters
were portrayed in opera to gender names given to various tools and
practices in the studio. Having this range of support and opportunities
for dialogue between women in a male-oriented profession was both
life-saving and life-giving. On the day of Andra’s passing, I went to a
forest to offer sounds for her transition and witnessed the clouds parting and a hawk soaring high in the skies. (Wendalyn Bartley, 2019, personal communication)
Similarly, on the day of Andra’s passing, I went to a place in Vancouver
that resonates most with memories of her: Queen Elisabeth Park, where in
1997 Andra recorded her first soundwalk with me. After the completion of
her MA thesis she had decided to focus her research exclusively on my
compositional work and my ways of listening. It was at Queen Elisabeth
Park where this project first started to take shape. I could not have received a more valuable and meaningful gift at that time. Her intense questioning, our discussions and her astute listening over the next few years
while she was working towards her PhD, challenged my creative assumptions and patterns, allowed me to reflect on my compositional approaches
and encouraged me to examine more deeply my roles as soundscape and
woman composer.
After she successfully completed her PhD in Music from York University in
Toronto, studying with James Tenney, Beverley Diamond and Jody Berland, Andra was hired on as faculty and became Associate Professor in the
Department of Communication Studies, Concordia University. There she
taught courses in sound production, research creation, and sound theory.
Her research project, “Soundwalking Interactions,” investigates the ways
that people listen and engage with soundwalks and artworks made from
soundwalks. She probably was the first person in any university to make
soundwalks the focus of academic research and to receive a number of
large grants for it! In addition she published numerous articles in a large
variety of journals and edited an issue of the journal Organised Sound on
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the topic of soundscape composition. In 2006, she co-edited with Dr. Ellen
Waterman a special issue of Intersections Journal of Canadian Music,
based on papers presented at the “In and Out of the Sound Studio” Conference on gender and sound technologies, which she directed at Concordia
University in July 2005.
Parallel to her academic pursuits, she expanded her career as soundwalk
artist, led public walks and created sound installations, recordings, performances and radio works.5 Sometimes she would share her recording experiences with me, as in this email from November 3, 1999:
I did a soundwalk last night - all hallow's eve. I wore my long black
leather coat, with mics pinned to the lapels. A group of revelers fled
the lighthouse when they saw me coming - I must have looked like a
cop! But then they returned a few minutes later and actually scared
me by racing down the wharf at full speed. [all on tape]
Typically I hear her laughter here - bursts of laughter that used to punctuate many of our exchanges, leaping out, like cloud bursts dismantling any
all-too-serious mental constructs.
Andra often contemplated why she had been drawn so intensely to the act
of Soundwalking. She had been diagnosed with dislocated hips early in her
childhood and did not learn walking until she was 4 ½ years old. Her piece
still ringing bells is a moving reflection of this early childhood experience.6
As a result she could never take the ability of walking for granted and relied on her ears from early on. She called it “still-listening”, a type of listening when you do not or cannot move. It was precisely this, I believe, that
enabled her to make soundwalks and listening a serious field of study, in
the process gaining deep insights into its potential application for creative
output, for social, cultural and environmental change and for therapeutic
applications. All this shaped her listening presence in a very special way.
Sound Artist, composer and educator Andrea Dancer recognized this when
she had a chance to spend some concentrated time with Andra:
We were colleagues, having soundwalked in Vancouver and met at
various conferences. We were acquaintances, casual fellow acoustic
ecologists. Sound and place were important concepts to us both. It
wasn’t until Andra visited me in Prague in the fall of 2010, however,
that we became friends and we explored acoustic space together. The
streets of Prague are wonderful for soundwalks because they are wind5
6

See more details on the Centre for Sensory Studies website: http://centreforsensorystudies.org/member/andra-mccartney/
Listen at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vs6rHPCVkeI
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ing, cobbled, and filled with stone structures from the 17 th and earlier
centuries. Andra found this particularly engaging as we listened to
footsteps approach from some distance and then fade away in the other direction. There were the curious acoustic effects such as a series of
arches beneath which stores with wooden shutters and doors echoed
when you stood in just the right spot; the sound of voices in the stone
cellar where we stopped to drink wine and have local delicacies; the
sounds of swans paddling and honking on the banks of the Vltava River, where we wandered. We were in our element. And it was then,
walking and talking that I came to understand that Andra was a very
private person whose childhood was marked by illness, but that she
had found intense romantic love as well as that of her children, to
whom she was close. Thus, Andra and I became friends and remained
so over the years having shared parts of our lives and listening
throughout the streets of Prague. (Andrea Dancer, 2019, personal
communication)
Andra’s sound works have a special subtlety that in my opinion originates in
her years of soundwalk listening, if not much earlier in the “still-listening”
of her childhood. She viscerally knew
that soundwalking familiarizes us with
our very own listening in ways that a
regular concert hall performance of music rarely does. It is precisely in such intense daily-life soundscape listening
where inspiration was located for her.
Andra’s sound works encourage such listening, demanding an ear that reaches
out to the sounds, that searches for
meaning, for compositional structure in
unexpected places, for social and cultural significance and connectedness. Even
a most experienced listener can be
fooled by an apparent simplicity in her
pieces and not grasp their deeper complexities. Less than a month before her
passing, she recounted to me about her
last piece Waiting Games and
Andra in 2007
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widespread smoke7: “I actually had one listener think it was just advocating train travel... worthwhile, but not the whole story…”
How is it possible for listeners to miss that this piece is about climate
change? Indeed it is possible, because on the surface of it, Andra makes life
on the train seem to go on as normal, voices of people chatting, playing
games, a kind of gentle passing of time on a slow-moving journey without
hectic. Slowly her narrative leads us into the darker undercurrents of this
train trip - foreshadowed all along by an ominous ambiance of static low
frequencies and the melancholic tones of slowed-down train horns. The
iconic forward moving rhythms of train-wheels-across-tracks is entirely
absent, replaced by Andra’s voice rhythms counting endless numbers of
freight cars passing by or reading what is written on them, “Liquid Petroleum Gas, Liquid Petroleum Gas, Liquid Petroleum Gas, Costco, Costco,
Costco, Costco…” the names of companies shipping their products across
the country. This is train travel stripped of its romanticism. It evokes a
tunnel image, a growing claustrophobia while traveling into the thick
smoke caused by forest fires, towards mountains hidden from expectant
tourist eyes, into facing the terrible reality of climate change—meanwhile
life goes on. What we have with Waiting Games and wide spread smoke is
no less than a subtle and brilliant 21st century companion piece to The
Idea of North!8
Epilogue—August 30, 2010:
I thought of you on August 8th and how on that day in 1968 my family
walked to the local (air-conditioned!) restaurant in Toronto to eat on
our first day in Canada, and passed a vacant lot full of crickets and I
marveled at that sound of massed crickets, so intense and strong even
next to the buzz of highway 27 with its lanes and lanes of big cars going by. It was unlike anything I was used to in England.
Thoughtful as she was, she remembered that we share August 1968 as the
month in which we both emigrated to Canada, she as an almost 13-year old
coming to Toronto with her family and me as a 22-year old arriving in
Vancouver. The sound of crickets stood out for her in this context. It symbolized the newness of the place to which she had just immigrated and it
intrigued her. But of course, she also mentioned it here, because of the role
my composition Cricket Voice had played in her life.
7

https://soundcloud.com/andrasound/waiting-games-and-widepread-smoke?
fbclid=IwAR2tw2G0hmi6fXhZifJsLclgow4OBZbrTB11FWrUsaUsniuUYkmMK2X5Ros
8
Referring to Glenn Gould’s famous program about the Canadian north, first aired on CBC Radio on Dec. 28, 1967, at the time
perceived as boldly experimental because of the way he layered speaking voices in a technique he called “contrapuntal radio”.
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Even though she had no idea of this cricket-connection, it may be no coincidence that Gayle Young, composer, author and inventor of musical instruments, had the following sonic experience when she was at her camp
site in Haliburton on a beautiful fall evening shortly after Andra’s passing:
I was alone by the lake. It was calm and unusually warm for October. Most birds had already migrated, I heard raven calls and blue jays
in the late afternoon, one blue heron flew over, after dark an owl
called, then distant wolves through the night. As I sat on a sunwarmed rock by the lake, remembering Andra as the sun set, I imagined sharing the experience with her. The main sound was that of very
quiet crickets, they must have been tiny. At first the sound was continuous and then gradually became more layered, more intermittent as
the air grew cooler, silent by the time the sky darkened. (Gayle Young,
2019, personal communication)
Thank you, Andra, for the listening friend and colleague you were to so
many of us in all these years since you connected with us.

Composer Hildegard Westerkamp focuses on listening, environmental sound and acoustic ecology. She
conducts soundscape workshops, gives concerts and
lectures, and creates and leads Soundwalks locally
and internationally. She is a founding and board
member of the World Forum for Acoustic Ecology
and was long-time editor of its journal Soundscape.
For some years now she has mentored emerging
composers, sound designers, soundwalk leaders and
people pursuing careers in soundscape studies and
acoustic ecology. www.hildegardwesterkamp.ca

ACWC's 40th Anniversary Is Coming in 2021
Join the anniversary committee and / or submit ideas about how best to
mark this anniversary.
Please contact Carol Ann at caweaver@uwaterloo.ca with your ideas.
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Concert Reports

ACWC Art Song Concert
Edith Covach
A marvellous evening concert took place on May 18, 2019 at Conrad
Grebel, Waterloo, Ontario under the patronage of ACWC, featuring the
amazing soprano Clarisse Tonigussi and piano accompanist Narmina
Efendiyeva. It wasn’t just a
musical event but also a reflective one in which we celebrated the life and work of
Rebekah Cummings, Canadian composer and artist,
who recently passed away.
Her music was performed
and her art was featured in
our announcements.
This heightened musical,
emotional, and touching program included songs inspired
and written by Canadian composers Carol Ann Weber, Fiona Evison,
Nephenee Rose, Rebekah Cummings, Karen Sunabacka, Julia Jacklein,
Edith Covach, Jana Skarecky, and Christie Morrison (who also performed
her own compositions. Themes included nature, family, sacred, and folk:
•

“Lyrically Beautiful Woman” from Timbrel in her Hand (text: Judith
Miller), Carol Ann Weaver

•

“Mirror Mirror”, Christie Morrison

•

“I Break with the Quiet” (text: Taylor Heywood), Nephenee Rose

•

“Shhh”, Karen Sunabacka

•

“Summer” from Green and Gold (text: P.K. Page), Jana Skarecky

•

“Cultivo una Rosa Blanca” (text: G.A. Becquer, E. Covach)

•

“Flower on the Wind” from Three Summer Songs (text: Julia Jacklein),
Julia Jacklein

•

“Evening Prayer” (text: F. Neuda, adapted), Fiona Evison

•

“The Way I Dream” and “Dream With Me” (text: L.M. Montgomery/
R. Cummings), Rebekah Cummings
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Each composer displayed her unique personality through the varied styles
presented as well as their abilities beyond composing—some even took on
a collaborative role to present their compositions beautifully in a vocal ensemble. Stylistically speaking, songs ranged their influences encompassing
traditional composing techniques all the way to several modern trends like
jazz, atonalism, modern vocal techniques, exoticism in music trending the
spice of tango flavours, the ever-lasting lyricism of poetry in music, and the
depth of religious Jewish thought.
Our intent of sharing Canadian material made an impact in the community. Our audience included professional musicians, amateurs, students
and simply music lovers, who applauded cheerfully all the accomplishments and were left highly satisfied in the end. Afterwards, comments included praises of Clarisse's beautiful voice of and her impeccable skill as
she performed the entire program from memory.
A note about our featured musicians:
Soprano Clarisse Tonigussi, founder/director of Canadian Women Composers Project, made history touring across Canada (Newfoundland to
NWT) performing music by Canadian women composers. She has sung
with Toronto Operetta Theatre, Opera Atelier, Canadian Arts Institute, Opera York, Barrie Lyrica Chamber Choir, Theatre of Early Music, Hedgerow
Singers and Opera Luminata.
Born in sunny Azerbaijan (by the Caspian Sea), Narmina Afandiyeva started playing piano at the age of five and just cannot stop playing! In love
with singers, she accompanies them in operas, concerts, exams, auditions
and coachings. Narmina’s recent performances include Werther by
Massenet, Mahagonny by Weill and more.
Rebekah Cummings (1980 – 2019), a highly lauded composer, poet, and
artist, passed away far too soon on March 23, 2019. “The Way I Dream” recounts Anne of Green Gables’ journey from young girl to woman, highlighting her relationship with Gilbert Blithe. The text was derived from L.
M. Montgomery's novel, plus Rebekah's own poetry.
In the tradition of artistic song writing, innovation takes place while musical thought is expanded to include new ideas. In so doing, we are shaping
the Art Song of the future—if it will survive the influences of modernization. It may give way to new forms of vocal expression as time evolves. Indeed, the ACWC Art Song concert was a celebration of Canadian art song.
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Émergences (f. pl.)
An-Laurence Higgins
The concert project ‘Émergences (f.pl.)’, led by
guitarist An-Laurence Higgins and involving
the work of flutist Sara Constant and composers Lieke van der Voort, Gabrielle Harnois
Blouin, Shelley Marwood,Véronique Girard,
and Thais Montanari, took place this summer
in Montreal and Toronto, with workshops during the month of July in both
cities and two final concerts: July 31 at Galerie Le Livart in Montreal, in co-presentation with Innovations en concert, and August 2 in Toronto, in a co-presentation by the Canadian Music Centre.

During the month of workshopping, An-Laurence and Sara worked on developing new pieces with the five composers, and premiered the five new
pieces at concerts in Montreal and Toronto. The goal of the workshopping
process was to create a space where every artist had a fair share of creative
power in the development of the pieces, establishing horizontal power dynamics within the group and thus allowing everyone to feel closer to the
art-making and the project. All composers were challenged to write a piece
relating to interpersonal relationships.
Shelley’s piece was inspired by the influence of social and personal pressure on the creative process. Véronique explored the relationships between
the sound, visuals and restrictive bodily movements, attaching performers
together throughout the piece until they couldn’t move. Lieke wrote a
theater/music piece inspired by psychological therapy and related
struggles. The multimedia piece of Thais was about contemporary loneliness and its effects on culture. Finally, Gabrielle’s piece's very core was
about co-existing with another being within a musical, improvised space.
The concerts were also supported by the ACWC, the podcast Listening to
Ladies (LtL), the Simone de Beauvoir Institute of Concordia University, and
in Montreal by feminist bookstore l’Euguélionne and art gallery La Centrale.
We felt that the project was overall a success: both venues were full (70
people in Montreal, and 40 in Toronto) and the audiences included a wide
range of people from both within and outside of the contemporary music
community. We received some positive feedback about the concerts, including a review from new music blog Néomemoire, and felt that we were
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able to engage members of both
communities in dialogue on
gender identity in new music, on
new ways for developing and creating chamber music that challenge/circumvent conventional
hierarchies and working methods
in the classical field, and on future possibilities for building
connections between the scenes
in Montreal and Toronto.
We’re extremely grateful for the support of the ACWC. We felt that we were able
to build meaningful connections within our music communities, and contribute
to the professional development of early-career women composers/performers
from different regions of Canada in a valuable and long-lasting way.
Artists’ websites
An-Laurence Higgins : www.anlaurencehiggins.com
Sara Constant : www.saraconstant.ca
Véronique Girard : https://www.facebook.com/veroniquegirardart/
Gabrielle Harnois-Blouin : https://www.gabriellehb.com/
Shelley Marwood : www.shelleymarwood.com
Thais Montanari : www.thaismontanari.com
Lieke van der Voort : https://kontrabandkollektif.bandcamp.com/
Videos
La désintégration de la
culture for flute, guitar,
electronics, videos and
lights by Thais Montanari
August 2, 2020, Canadian Music Center,
Toronto
Points de rencontre for
flute and guitar on a text
score by Gabrielle
Harnois-Blouin
August 2, 2020, Canadian Music Centre, Toronto
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A Woman for All Seasons Concert
Clarisse Tonigussi
On November 21, 2019, I curated
a concert at the University of
Toronto as part of the Vocalis
Concert Series* featuring the outstanding masters and doctoral
level voice students. A
Woman for all Seasons highlighted the music of nine ACWC
composers: Alice Ping Yee Ho,
Carol Ann Weaver, Shelley Elizabeth Marwood, Jana Skarecky, Nephenee Rose, Maria Eduarda Mendes
Martins, Marla Kishimoto, Ruth Watson Henderson, Martha Hill Duncan,
Cecilia Livingston, and Carmen Braden.
When assembling the programme, I wanted to lead the audience on a journey through the Canadian seasons, beginning with the exuberance of
spring followed by the wild delight of summer, the cool, colourful autumn,
the icy, breathless winter, and finishing with a hint of spring, suggesting
the perpetual cycle of each year. The sequence of songs, though literally
about the seasons, stood as a metaphor for our human existence, and the
cycle of transformations we undergo throughout our lives in various ways.
The first song, “Spring” from Alice Ping Yee Ho’s song set, Four Seasons
Ballade, set the stage for the concert. Soprano Katy Clark, whose voice
filled the hall with an exquisite gentle warmth, and Christine Bae, who
made the piano sing, drew the audience into the performance, making us
yearn for more! Remaining within the spring theme, soprano Sydney Trotter and pianist Mélisande Sinsoulier brought Carol Ann Weaver’s song,
“Always Springtime”, to life in a delightful performance, embodying the
heart of the song which seeks to “evoke renewal, energy, and the start of a
compelling journey into life.” Next was the beautiful “In Spring” by Shelley
Elizabeth Marwood performed by soprano Alexandra Delle Donne and pianist Dakota Scott-Digout, followed by soprano Lauren Estey's stunning
performance of “Summer,” from Jana Skarecky's song set Green and Gold.
Next was the premiere of an incredible song by Nephenee Rose entitled, “In
the Summer”, commissioned by The Canadian Women Composers Project.
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“Inspired by the poem of the same name by Syrian poet Nizar Qabbani
(1923-1998),” Rose writes, “'In the Summer' is a humble, tender, yet deeply
passionate declaration of love. The piece...attempts to reflect the honest and
understated self-awareness of Qabbani’s narrator; one who seems to know
full well that they cannot capture in words alone all that they feel, and embraces that fact with neither pride nor shame, but with a sense of awe.” Soprano Tiffanie Samuels and pianist Mélisande Sinsoulier delivered a breathtaking interpretation of the premiere.
After the commission, Maria Eduarda Mendes Martins’ “The Autumn
Leaves” was performed with enormous technical prowess by soprano
Loren Graziano and pianist Mélisande Sinsoulier, followed by Marla Kishimoto’s “Night,” a song with an irresistible melody sung by mezzo-soprano
Nicole Percifield and pianist Dakota Scott-Digout. “Night in October” by
Ruth Watson Henderson was then performed by the brilliant soprano
Alexandra Brennan and pianist Christine Bae.
Delving into winter, mezzo-soprano, Julia Barber and pianist Christine
Bae gave a charming performance of Martha Hill Duncan’s “Lady Icicle”,
from her greater work, Singing in the Northland, which tells the story of a
little icicle who awakens from a long dream and dusts the rivers, lakes, and
land with her icy frost and snow.
For the two final pieces, we moved the Steinway Concert Grand to the back
of the stage and pulled forward a marimba! Played by percussionist Meilin
Wei, its lighter timbre felt like a cozy blanket around the ears, leaving listeners feeling satisfied and content. “Snow,” from song set Lullabies by Cecilia Livingston, performed beautifully by mezzo-soprano Julia Barber is a
riveting composition that leaves the listener both on the edge of their seat
and also deeply relaxed. The concert closer, “Winter Lullaby” by Carmen
Braden, was sensitively performed by mezzo-soprano Camille Rogers. The
song, sung from the point of view of a frozen lake breaking up its ice in the
Yellowknife springtime left us with these final words ringing out into Walter Hall: “Then one day, one quiet red morning when the stars have looked
their fill, and disappeared along with the dark, then you will open your
many eyes and see that you are once again free,” signifying both the end of
winter and the concert.
With much applause from the audience, all performers returned back to
the stage, joined by composers Carmen Braden, Nephenee Rose, Alice Ping
Yee Ho, Shelley Elizabeth Marwood, and Marla Kishimoto for a final bow.
*The Vocalis Concert Series is made possible through a generous donation from Dianne W. Henderson
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New Member Profiles
Jennifer Bennett
Bennett’s infatuation with choral music began
in Grade One, when she stopped singing just
to hear the beautiful sound of the other children. Her composition history since has been
largely one of writing for choirs, with an emphasis on lyrics that can be understood. She
founded Frontenac Women’s Chorus in 1995.
It is still active.
Jennifer received her BMUS from Queen’s
University in 2004, having studied voice and
composition with John Burge and Marjan Mozetich. She was awarded the
H.W. Curran prize and put on the Dean’s list. Many of her compositions
were performed at Queen’s, particularly by the women’s choir, Polyhymnia. She was commissioned to write a composition for a conference on the
work of Kingston poet Bronwen Wallace, who had recently died. Jennifer
wrote Requiem for Bronwen Wallace for treble choir, piano and flute, utilizing the standard requiem form (briefly) and lyrics from Wallace’s poetry.
She has won several awards, including three honourable mentions from
the Amadeus Seasonal Songwriting Competition. One of these, “I Sing of a
Maiden,” was subsequently published by Treble Clef. She was a co-winner
of the Ruth Watson Henderson award in 2005. Several of her compositions were published by Yelton Rhodes.
She wrote the lyrics and music for a musical, Delia’s Hereafter Society,
which is scored for five women and four men with piano and violin. It was
performed at l’Octave Theatre in Kingston and at Queen’s University. A
shorter narrated version was performed in North Saanich in 2005. Recently, “My Home is a Garden” was performed in Sidney and Victoria by
Via Choralis and the Linden Singers.
Jennifer is not a prolific writer but she always has a composition in
progress. Most recently she wrote “The Trees,” utilizing text by Emily Carr,
for a cappella women’s voices, and “The Man Who Brought Gold,” for
mixed choir with piano and percussion. She plays double bass with a swing
band.
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Morna Edmundson
Morna Edmundson is one of Canada’s bestknown choral conductors with a strong reputation for excellence. Based in Vancouver, she
is Artistic Director of Elektra Women’s Choir
and also EnChor Choir, an auditioned SATB
choir for mature singers. Passionate since
childhood about choral singing, Morna obtained degrees and diplomas in vocal music
in Vancouver, Bellingham, and Stockholm,
Sweden where her teachers included Eric
Ericson. Under her leadership, Elektra is a
proud leader in the women’s choir community, programming a season of concerts,
commissioning, recording, and engaging with
women of all ages and their conductors through a suite of outreach programs. From 2016 – 2019, Elektra created and delivered a project called
Celebrating Women Composers. For 14 years, Morna shared her love of
quality repertoire with a new generation of singers in her role as Associate
Artistic Director of Coastal Sound Music Academy. Morna has adjudicated
in North America and Asia, conducted state honour choirs, co-directed the
American Choral Directors Association National Women’s Honour Choir,
and gives frequent workshops with choirs of all ages. Her accomplishments have been recognized with the BC Choral Federation’s Healey Willan Award (2000), a BC Community Achievement Award (2009), YWCA
Woman of Distinction Award, Arts and Culture category (2011), and UBC
Alumni Builder Award (2017). Since 2013, she has served as a Board member of Chorus America, the advocacy, research, and leadership development organization that gives voice to the choral field.
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Laura Hawley
Laura Hawley is a Canadian musician and
clinician known for her compelling approach
to musical leadership and artistic programming, community engagement and advocacy,
and distinctive compositional style.
As an internationally recognized composer,
her works have been commissioned, performed, and recorded by ensembles including
Elektra Women’s Choir, Pro Coro Canada,
Inuksuk Drum Dancers, Canadian Chamber
Choir, Spiritus Chamber Choir, Cantiamo
Choirs of Ottawa, Halifax Camerata, and Shallaway Youth Choir. Her setting of the French poem “Au champ d’honneur” is performed annually on
national broadcast by the Ottawa Children’s Choir and Canadian Armed
Forces Band as part of the Remembrance Day Ceremony at the National
War Memorial. Her piece, “Alhamdoulillah”, became internationally famous when it went viral on YouTube with the title “Welcome to Canada Syrian Refugees” in December 2014. Her five-movement work for choir and instrumental ensemble, In Song, is the featured work on the Canadian
Chamber Choir’s 2019 CD release, Seasons of Life and Landscape, and her
Carol Trilogy was also recently released on Elektra Women’s Choir’s 2019
recording, On Christmas Night. While Ms. Hawley writes for many of
Canada’s top performing ensembles, her unique understanding of developing musicians and sensitivity to a commissioner’s vision has established
her as a widely sought composer for educational ensembles as well. As result, Laura has written a variety of instrumental and choral works for children, youth, and developing adult musicians. Her works are published
with Rhythmic Trident Music Publishing, Cypress Choral Music, Silent
Dawn Publishing, and on www.laurahawley.ca.
Born in Toronto, Laura grew up in Port Elgin. After 20 years in Ottawa
where she began and expanded her career and craft as a composer, and
taught at both universities and in her home studio, Laura relocated to Edmonton in 2018. She divides her time between composing, teaching composition at Concordia University of Edmonton, conducting/performing as
artistic director of Da Camera Singers and conductor of ChandraTala, and
touring with the Canadian Chamber Choir as a collaborative pianist/singer.
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Amanda Lowry
Amanda Lowry is a performer and improviser, a composer and sound designer, a singer-songwriter, and an arts administrator. She
was the 1st-prize winner of the 2018 Kitchener-Waterloo Chamber Orchestra Concerto
Competition.
Her flute playing focuses on improvisation,
contemporary music, and extended playing
techniques, and she has commissioned and
premiered many new works. As a composer,
Amanda writes primarily electronic and electroacoustic music, in collaborative settings
such as theatre, performance art, and installations. She has studied composition with Norbert Palej, Glenn Buhr, Linda Catlin Smith, and Peter
Hatch.
Amanda is currently pursuing a Doctor of Musical Arts in flute performance at the University of Toronto, studying with Camille Watts. She holds
an M.Mus. (Composition) from the University of Toronto, as well as a
Chamber Music Diploma and an Honours B.Mus. (Composition/Improvisation and Performance) from Wilfrid Laurier University.

Jocelyn Morlock
JUNO Award-winning Jocelyn Morlock’s music is hailed as “airy but rhythmic, tuneful but
complex” and with “uncanny yet toothsome
beauty” (Georgia Straight.) She served as the
Vancouver Symphony Orchestra's first female
Composer-in-Residence, from 2014-2019,
after completing her term as Inaugural CiR for
Vancouver’s innovative concert series Music
on Main, co-host of ISCM World New Music
Days 2017. She has been the composer of record for significant music competitions,
including the 2008 Eckhardt-Gramatté National Music Competition and
the 2005 Montreal International Music Competition, for which she
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wrote Amore, a tour de force vocal work that has gone on to receive more
than 70 performances and numerous radio broadcasts.
Called “a lyrical wonder, exquisite writing” with “an acute feeling for sonority" and an approach that is “deftly idiomatic” (Vancouver Sun), her
work has gathered accolades including a JUNO for Classical Composition
of the Year, Top 10 at the International Rostrum of Composers, the Jan V.
Matejcek Award from SOCAN in recognition of overall success in New
Classical Music, the Barbara Pentland Award of Excellence, the Mayor's
Arts Award for Music, several Western Canadian Music Awards wins and
nominations, and the CMC Prairie Region Emerging Composers competition. Her work is recorded on several dozen CDs, including the National
Arts Centre Orchestra’s Life Reflected, musica intima's into light, and her
own Cobalt and Halcyon. Much of Jocelyn’s music is inspired by birds, insomnia, or a peculiar combination thereof.

Sharon Singer
Toronto poet Sharon Singer is the book writer
and librettist of the new Canadian opera, Isis
and Osiris, Gods of Egypt, composed by PeterAnthony Togni. Following a workshop production at the Art Gallery of Ontario, the opera had
its world premiere at the St. Lawrence Centre
for the Arts in Toronto in 2016. “Co-creator
Singer’s passion for the material is palpable, her
language urgent and chromatic. A flood of metaphors and aphorisms pour from her libretto… A
mature, intelligent opera, rich in story-telling.”
(Ian Ritchie, Opera Going Toronto)
Following a career as an arts journalist, Sharon’s first book of poetry, Fire
Rider, was published in 1996 and described as “magical… exotic… ebullient… with incantatory imagery and filled with passion.” Musicians created
and performed soundscapes to Sharon’s dramatic literary readings across
Ontario, in Halifax, St. John’s Newfoundland and New York. Collaboration
with eminent New York jazz saxophonist Bob Mover led to the jazz/spoken
word CD Global Warming. Sharon’s poetry was set to classical music for
the song cycle, “The Names of Water” by Colin Mack for the CD Hail, Ca-
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nadian Art Song, sung by the project’s creator, Ottawa soprano Doreen
Taylor-Claxton. Sharon’s work was also set to music by composer Philip
McConnell, which Sharon performed at the Royal Ontario Museum with
the Toronto Sinfonietta Orchestra.
With three CDs and four books of her poetry under her belt, as well as publication in many anthologies, art catalogues and broadsheets, Sharon is
currently stirring up interest in new productions of her opera.
Sharon has an Honours B.A. in English Language and Literature from the
University of Toronto. She is a member of SOCAN and has been a member
of the Writers Union of Canada, the League of Canadian Poets and was a
Director of the Book and Periodical Council.
Contact: ssinger@sympatico.ca www.sharonsinger.com www.ariaworks.ca

Holly Winter
Holly Winter (b. 1990) is a clarinetist, improviser, composer and educator. She holds a BA
in German Philosophy and Creative Writing
from King’s College (Halifax, NS) and is currently pursuing a Bachelor of Music at Memorial University of Newfoundland and Labrador studying under Dr. Christine Carter
(clarinet) and Dr. Andrew Staniland (composition). She had been the recipient of many scholarships, including the Eleanor Swanson Scholarship,
the David McCleary Memorial Scholarship, the Memorial Music Faculty
Scholarship and others.
Holly has composed for many ensembles including her own clarinet quartet, jazz band, solo piano, solo clarinet, and electronics. She is particularly
interested in works for voice and has set many of her own poems to music.
Her work is theatrical and she pushes the boundaries between notation
and improvisation to create engaging, exciting and unique experiences.
Holly hopes her work will create experiences for both the eyes and the
years. Her work deals with issues of sexual violence, humanities relation
to, and participation in, nature and modern relationships in a digital age.
She has performed and improvised with many groups in both St. John’s
and Halifax including the MUN Chamber Orchestra and Wind Ensemble,
the Watershed Ensemble, Best Kind Productions, Francois Houle’s Hoo39
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ligans, The Halifax Music Co-op Ensembles and the Chalumeau Clarinet
Quartet, which she founded and led from 2013-2016. She is heavily involved in St. John’s new music scene and is currently co-director of The
Nova Collective. The Nova Collective is dedicated to bringing 20th and
21st-century music performances out of concert halls and into accessible
venues.
Holly is also an active music educator teaching clarinet, voice, improv, and
theory both at Project Grace, as part of the Giocoso outreach program and in
her own studio. Holly lives in St. John’s, Newfoundland with her dog, Toby.

Women on the Verge Trio
The trio, Women on the Verge (WOV), is a
new member of the ACWC. Formed in 2016
by American soprano Emily Martin, Canadian
soprano Elizabeth McDonald and Canadian
pianist Kathryn Tremills, WOV was created
with a focus to tell the stories of women in
song, both through commissioned new works
by female composers and standard repertoire.
Their own personal roles as performers, academics, and mothers have shaped their artistic choices as a trio by choosing musical stories
that are relevant to contemporary culture, not just in music, but in society
—politically, socially, and culturally.
Women on the Verge are thrilled to announce their next commission—a
new work by ACWC member Cecilia Livingston with original text by
Toronto Poet Laureate Anne Michaels with initial creation funding from
the Ontario Arts Council. This collaboration will create a new 20-minute
song cycle about what it is to live an unrecognized and forgotten life.
Rather than focusing on relationships with partners, trauma, and competition amongst each other, we seek to portray women providing solace to
each other, mirroring real life and real relationships amongst women. The
questions we raise through this project: how do different women in different times deal with rejection from the society around them; how do their
life and death stories emotionally intersect; are we still facing the same
struggles as a society whether able-bodied or disabled; and, how do we
face our own mortality?
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In past seasons, WOV performances were focused around their first commissioned work, Blue of the Distance, by Canadian composer and Toronto
Symphony Orchestra associate composer Emilie Lebel. The text of Blue of
the Distance for two sopranos and piano "explores themes of migration,
displacement, and the experience of women caught in this turmoil". To
complete this text, Emilie found and collected words from over 140 news
articles describing events of displacement, in particular, words to describe
women’s experiences, that were then mapped onto an essay by Rebecca
Solnit, “Blue of Distance”, using erasure techniques on her text. The
premiere took place in March 2018 at the Canadian Music Centre and
raised over $400 for the Prince Edward County Syria Fund.
In the past two seasons, having received $20,000 in Canada Council funding for WOV’s first commission and to tour Blue of the Distance throughout Alberta and Washington State, as well as London, UK, Reykjavik, Iceland, and Paris, FR. this work was also featured in a live broadcast on Classical King FM in Seattle, WA.
In addition to performing, WOV members have offered voice and piano
master classes and lecture-recitals on arts entrepreneurship as well as on
the creation of Blue of the Distance at the Universities of Calgary and Lethbridge, Pacific Lutheran University (Seattle), Guildhall School of Music
and Drama (UK), Bucknell University (PA), and the Iceland University of
the Arts. In Toronto, they recently hosted the first Canadian songSlam
which encourages composers to write a five-minute song for voice and piano to be premiered in a competition setting with prizes totalling $2000.
Follow WOV on Instagram and Facebook @womenonverge for an inside
view of their work and for exciting announcements for the upcoming seasons. You can also find them online at www.womenontheverge.ca

About ACWC Membership/AFCC Adhésion
There are four categories of membership, based on:
L’AFCC dispose de quatre catégories d’adhérente. Le traitement des dépôts de
candidature et des nominations se base sur les critères suivants:
1. ACTIVE – A composer who is a Canadian citizen or a landed immigrant. She
will be entitled to a vote.
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ACTIF – Une adhérente active est une citoyenne canadienne ou une résidente
permanente. Elle pourra voter une fois.
2. AFFILIATE – A composer of any nationality, whether or not she resides in
Canada. She will not be entitled to a vote.
AFFILIÉ – Une adhérente affiliée peut avoir n’importe quelle nationalité, et résider
ou non au Canada. Elle ne sera pas autorisée à voter.
3. COMPOSER-IN-TRAINING – a student composer who is a Canadian citizen or
landed immigrant who is currently involved in the completion of basic compositional training (i.e. undergraduate, masters' degree or equivalent independent
study). She will not be entitled to a vote.
COMPOSITRICE-EN-FORMATION – Elle doit être citoyenne canadienne ou résidente permanente en train de terminer un cursus dans le domaine de la composition musicale (Niveau Bac, Maîtrise ou équivalent). Elle ne sera pas autorisée
à voter.
4. ASSOCIATE – (i) Individual – a supporting person who is not a composer. No
voting privileges. (ii) Institutional – a supporting organization interested in supporting the aims of the ACWC. No voting privileges.
ASSOCIÉ – (i) Individuel – un soutien individuel de la part d’une personne qui
n’est pas compositrice. Pas de droits de vote. (ii) Institutionnel – Une organisation
qui donne son soutien à l’AFCC et à ses objectifs. Pas de droit de droits de vote.

How to Become a Member/Comment devenir adhérente
1. Complete our Membership Form here. Please see our above requirements for
membership categories.
Complétez notre Formulaire d’Adhésion ici. Vous trouverez ci-dessus les conditions nécessaires pour chaque catégorie de membre.
2. Once you have submitted your form and it has been approved, please pay
your dues here either through Paypal or cheque.
Après avoir soumis votre formulaire et que celui-ci a été approuvé, veuillez
payer vos cotisations ici, à travers Paypal ou par chèque.
All Members will receive a full version of this Journal, be listed in the ACWC directory, and have website privileges to have their biographical information displayed.
Toutes les Adhérentes recevront la version intégrale de la revue de l’AFCC, verront leur nom inclus dans le registre de l’AFCC et auront le privilège de voir figurer des éléments de leur biographie sur le site web de l’association.
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Essay

Harmony and Counterpoint:
Trusty or Fusty?
Janet Danielson
When I was finishing my graduate degree in composition, my
cohort believed that pretty much the worst career imaginable
—a drudgery reserved for second and third rate students—was
that of teaching music theory. Harmony and counterpoint
were viewed as fusty, shrivelled relics of a distant past, irrelevant to a
world in which dissonances had been liberated, indeterminacy was enshrined, and every possible sound was available through the miracle of
electroacoustic technology.
Decades earlier in 1943, Paul Hindemith had assured music students (note
the gendered language) that, “Our old friend Harmony, once esteemed the
indispensable and unsurpassable teaching method, has had to step down
from the pedestal upon which general respect had placed her […] while one
may follow its rules for a while out of pure respect for tradition, it is well, if
one plans to undertake creative or even theoretical tasks of a higher order,
to stand on one’s own feet.” (Hindemith, Traditional Harmony Book 1,
1943, iii)
Pierre Boulez, writing in 1952, was even blunter: “any musician who has
not experienced the necessity for the dodecaphonic [12-tone] language is
USELESS. For his whole work is irrelevant to the needs of his epoch!” In
the 1990s, Barbara Pentland expressed her despair at the prevalence of
pop on the CBC: “Don’t they know we are almost at the 21st century!?”
The pedagogy of harmony and counterpoint seems hopelessly linked to a
distant past; hidebound with a myriad of petty rules and forbidden sonorities designed to thwart any musical creativity and expressivity that might
have drawn someone to study music in the first place. Furthermore, harmony and counterpoint are regarded as emblems of Eurocentricism, tainted by its record of exploitation and cultural hegemony.
Yet contrary to the expectations of the twelve-tone composers, harmonically-organized music survived right into the 21st century. Cycles of tonic,
dominant, submediant and subdominant chords blare out day and night,
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from tiny AirPods to 250-lb stadium speakers. They pervade J-pop and Kpop, Bollywood Hip Hop, the Chinese Indie and Singaporean Rap.
Harmonically-organized music is not only defiantly durable, but also eminently adaptable, supporting a wide diversity of musical expression from
soulful spirituals to Mahler symphonies, from Japanese anime scores to
military marches. “Traditional” classical training has produced the likes of
free jazz great Cecil Taylor, Henry Mancini, John Williams, PSY, John
Mayer, and Bryce Dessner.
There seems, then, to be a dissonance between what is actually going on in
music around the world, and the “bad rap,” so to speak, around “traditional” harmony and counterpoint. I would like to tease out some of the hidden
tenets behind the embarrassed discourse around H & C and interrogate
them a little. I will then look at some features of harmony and counterpoint which have been forgotten or possibly even suppressed, and finally I
will offer some pointers which may help you in your own teaching and appreciation of this brilliant musical heritage.
It is generally accepted that the rules of harmony and counterpoint are
based on the styles of the great masters: Palestrina’s style for counterpoint,
for example, and Bach’s for harmony. The hidden tenet here is that the salient feature of music is its style, which would have been quite puzzling to
both Palestrina and Bach. So how and why did style get to be so
important? In a 1957 essay called The Place of Musicology in American
Institutions of Higher Learning, Manfred Bukofzer proposed that musicology focus on style in order to situate music within the context of ideas and
culture: “Style criticism must be recognized as the core of modern musicology […] only the stylistic method will permit a correlation of music history
with the history of ideas and the general cultural history of mankind.”
Well, maybe. Our word style comes from the stylus of a pen. The stylus
merely applies ink to page. Style criticism, then, may ask whether a composer’s style is consistent or unique, or whether it is appropriate for her
cultural setting. But it doesn’t reveal the user’s intentions or concerns or
skills; it doesn’t reveal meaning, or explain why we should care about
something or value something. Style as an aesthetic standard eliminates
far more than it illuminates.
Lurking behind Bukofzer’s tenet of style’s significance is a whole series of
hidden tenets, starting with the nineteenth century tenet of human progress or advancement. Just as nature advances to more complex life forms,
as Darwin demonstrated, so humanity advances from primitive to pro44
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gressive from savage to civilized, witness the “progress” from Gregorian
chant to Beethoven’s Symphonies to Wagner’s Ring Cycle. Imitation of
nature came to be scorned: nature was seen as an adversary to be
conquered and as something to evolve beyond. The human ear, we were
told, evolved to accept increasingly dissonant intervals. Audience objections to dissonance were simply proof that creative geniuses were inevitably misunderstood by the masses to begin with, but that human genius
was required to lead humanity forward.
But whereas nature’s goal was adaptation to its environment—the survival
of the fittest—there seemed to be nothing to determine or explain the direction of human progress; to describe the social, intellectual, and artistic
environment to which humanity was adapting itself. Darwinian science
could explain why a lion grows a mane, but how does one explain why a
Leonardo paints a Mona Lisa? A compelling explanation brought forward
by Jacob Burckhardt, who proposed the concept of civilization or “culture,”
in the sense of an overarching and determining force over everything in
the human, as opposed to the natural, world. Burckhardt’s new conception
of culture, dating from the 1860s and vigorously promulgated by his protegé Friedrich Nietzsche, was basically a secularization of Divine providence.1
The now-commonplace idea that music is culturally determined would
have been quite foreign to Palestrina and Bach and Elizabeth Jacquet de la
Guerre. Nonetheless, music theorists of the late 19 th century carried on
teaching the rules of Renaissance and Baroque music fully confident that
their students were learning to appreciate significant mileposts in human
progress through mastery of compositional styles.
As the colonial empires started to crumble following WW I, and as ease of
travel and the rise of anthropology revealed extraordinary human sophistication outside of Europe and its colonies, the concept of “culture” as a singular determining force began losing credibility. In an effort to salvage it,
social scientists adjusted its usage: it went from being an uncountable
word, like “furniture,” or “progress” to being capable of plurality. In this
way, a plurality of human social behaviours, religions, architectures, musics and so on could be acknowledged without tossing out the useful neutralizing category of culture. But this plurality created a further problem: if
culture was the overarching determining force over everything except
nature, how could there be such a diverse array of them? Anthropologist
1

See Nicholas Boyle, “Redeeming Culture” in Sacred Imagination, (Portland: University of Portland Garaventa Center, 2009),
123.
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Ruth Benedict’s solution was to declare all cultures as "equally valid patterns of life": “they are travelling along different roads in pursuit of different ends, and these ends and these means in one society cannot be judged
in terms of those of another society, because essentially they are incommensurable (Benedict, 1959:223).” We will come across the term incommensurable later in my talk, so please keep it in mind. But note that if we
cannot judge the ends or goals of one culture by the ends or goals of another culture, then about all we can do without transgressing someone else’s
overarching dominating force is to meekly limit our judgments and observations to questions of style. For style is itself basically incommensurable:
de gustibus non disputandum est.
Our music students come from a wide range of cultural backgrounds. Benedict’s assertion that cultures are incommensurable definitely puts music
theory teachers in an awkward spot. On her view, how can we justify teaching Bach’s chorale harmonizations to someone from the 21 st century,
someone without a shred of German in either their cultural background or
their DNA?
In the twentieth century, cultural criticism demonstrated that the tenet of
human progress—which led to the tenet of cultural determination, which
led to the tenet of cultural incommensurability, which led to the reduction
of music’s significance to style—was actually mere window-dressing for an
agenda of exploitation. This unmasking of power dynamics was a heady
and addictive business (as well as a surefire way to get an academic promotion). The works of Bach, Beethoven, Burckhardt, Bukofzer, Benedict—
in fact any evidence of progress became suspect. If everything, including
musical style, was motivated by a quest for domination, our music teacher
is now truly embarrassed. Even the “dead rules” of Renaissance counterpoint are laden with the baggage of cultural hegemony. So why not just
stick with I, V, vi, IV? What’s wrong with using open-fifth “power chords”?
How do we answer students who are being told that music is simply auditory cheesecake?
The kind of rootless, narcissistic cul-de-sac that these hidden tenets have
led us into is readily found on the web:
Q. For what reason are parallel fifths frowned upon?
A. See Debussy, for example, he extensively used parallel fifths and
also tritones in ways that according to the tradition would have
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been simply disastrous. For Debussy, parallel fifths, tritones, etc. had
their own beauty and their own place.”
I guess the answer can be everything is changing, the music that
people make, like, enjoy, feel, produce, and rules are dead things, they
live in the past, rules are ok for a beginner to kind of sense a starting
point and then they must be forgotten and u gotta feel your own soul
and produce your music from it, if your soul asks you for parallel
fifths go for it, if it asks you for whatever even if that is seen today as a
disaster, also go for it, that's what geniouses (sic) and real masters always did, they did whatever they felt like doing, regardless of the
opinions and rules of their contemporaries (from the now defunct internet forum northernsounds.com).
That’s how harmony and counterpoint became fusty. They became just another attempt to justify our own superiority at the expense of others.
Yet there is something enduringly elegant and convincing about counterpoint. Its invention was an extraordinary act of human imagination, and
being quite unlike any music before or since, it revolutionized musical
practice. It was original not just because it made use of multiple independent voices: it was the way these voices were organized that was so completely new. It arose in a context of deep questions and disputations.
A prime concern during the years of early counterpoint was the nature of
individuality and personhood. How is personal identity retained through
the vicissitudes of life, and even into an afterlife? Do we individuate from,
and then return to, a totality? Are we simply material, or a composite of
body and soul? Do humans actually share a common soul or intellect? As
the idea of humans as composites was championed by leading thinkers
such as Thomas Aquinas, so the concept of a musical composition as a unified, formed entity first took hold. Many of the so-called “rules” of counterpoint can be read as guides to the preservation of the individual identity,
or voice, through changing environments and contested territory.
One of the events that stimulated these new questions and disputations in
Paris and Rome was the great Islamic scholar Averroes’ translation Aristotle’s writings into Latin. Of particular interest was Aristotle’s view of motion, which he attributed to the “imperfect seeking its own perfection;” that
is, anything that has undeveloped potential moves towards its final or
complete form. In the words of Aquinas, “each thing naturally seeks the
perfection of itself.”
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Music provided an ideal laboratory in which to model this view of motion
in real time. Theorists classified musical intervals by their degrees of perfection: octaves, fifths, and fourths with a fifth below them were perfect;
thirds and sixths were imperfect but consonant; seconds were dissonant,
and tritones were incommensurable. Thus counterpoint was not merely
the art of combining independent melodic voices; it also exemplified motion towards a consonant goal through the use of cadences. Goal-directed
motion was considered to be a general principle of nature, including humanity; to the extent that Aristotle was correct, counterpoint was trusty.
Another characteristic of counterpoint besides multiple voices and goaldirectedness is its lack of repetition, challenging listener and performer
alike. Zarlino, the prominent Renaissance theorist, advised balancing consonant perfection with diversity, arguing from both human perception and
the imitation of nature:
Thus [the ancients] held that when a perfect consonance was reached, it
was an end, a perfection toward which music strives. They did not repeat
perfection many times so as not to satiate the ear. Their fine and useful observation confirms how true and good are the workings of wondrous
nature, which does not produce identical individuals in a species […] Every
composer ought to follow the beautiful order of nature […] we should seek
to vary constantly the sounds, consonances, movements, and intervals;
and thus through diversity we will attain a good and perfect harmony. 2
The assumption that music is grounded in the order of nature persisted
well into the Baroque period. Bach’s contemporary Jean-Philippe Rameau wrote an essay called
“The Universal Principles of the Arts,” in which
he says:
Let no one be mistaken. The arts which are
known as the “arts of taste” have less about them
that is arbitrary than [supposed] up to now. One
cannot dispense nowadays with recognizing that
they are founded on principles: principles the
more certain and immutable in that they are given us by Nature. Knowledge of them lights up talent and rules the imagination.3

2

Zarlino, The Art of Counterpoint: Part Three of L’Istitioni harmoniche (1558), translated by Guy A. Marco and Claude V. Palisca, New York: Norton, 1976) 60-61.
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The ideal of a music grounded in, or imitating nature was viewed with disdain once music was subsumed under the umbrella of culture. Nature,
after all, was just a resource to be exploited. The harm caused by such
views is now evident. Perhaps it is time for a careful return to the use of
natural principles in music. Harmonic organization is widespread in the
universe, from the quantum level on up. And the findings of neuroscience
suggest that some of the features of music that we consider “traditional”
are actually common to humanity. The orchestra, for example, is now considered an excellent model of how the human brain works. The challenge is
to find ways of teaching counterpoint which draw on shared human experience and natural principles.
First, consider coherence. If a melody is to maintain its identity within a
multi-voiced texture, it needs to cohere. Stepwise motion through the
diatonic scale, a scale as old and as universal as the 3-4-5 right triangle, is
one way of achieving coherence, though too many steps in the same direction will make your melody overly predictable. Avoiding two leaps in a row
and filling in leaps with a step in the opposite direction protect the integrity of the line, and help keep it from encroaching on the range of the other
voices.
As well as diatonic coherence, harmonic relationships provide coherence.
It’s not that octaves leaps are “allowed” while leaps of a seventh are “forbidden.” It is rather that tones an octave apart are actually adjacent in the
harmonic series. They have a 1:2 ratio, while tones a seventh apart have an
8:15 ratio, and our brains take longer to resolve that fraction. I referred
earlier to the phenomenon of incommensurability. Perhaps you have
heard, or even taught, that the tritone—three whole tones—was forbidden
by the Catholic Church, who referred to it as diabolus in musica. This is an
urban myth. The tritone was not referred to as diabolus in musica until the
eighteenth century. It was the ancient Greeks, not the Catholics, who were
terrified by the concept of incommensurable numbers; in fact, the discoverer of the square root of 2, Hippatus, was was sentenced to death by
drowning. The word diabolus means “thrown through,” or slanderer. The
square root of two is an irrational, irreconcilable number whose ratio in
sound is the tritone, dividing the perfect union of the octave. Palestrina
avoided tritone leaps because, like the major 7th, they compromised the integrity of his melodies.

3

Godwin, Joscelyn, The Harmony of the Spheres: A Sourcebook of the Pythagorean Tradition in Music, Rochester, Vermont: Inner Traditions, 1993, 313.
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The “rule” about ending on the tonic is also not just arbitrary. A line on its
own is one-dimensional, but if the ends of a line are connected, we have a
two-dimensional shape, and a shape has many more possibilities for ambiguity and creativity than a mere line. Have we made a hat, or a boa constrictor that has swallowed an elephant?
When melodies are combined, the relationships are much more complex.
There has been remarkable stability in human perception of intervals over
the centuries because of the acoustical phenomenon of interference. Our
ears convert the mechanical impulses of sound waves into electrical impulses, and when two simultaneous tones are within a minor third, they interfere with each other and create the unpleasant sensation of static. So the
rules around preparation and resolution of dissonance bring in a kind of
motion not simply through time or through tonal distance but also into
and away from interference, which maps on to all kinds of human experience.
If the integrity of a melody can be compromised by interference, it can also
be compromised when masked by a more powerful tone. The rules around
parallel fifths and octaves do in fact protect the independence of each
melody, and prevent the listener from hearing a higher fifth or octave as a
mere overtone of a lower tone. Debussy was not “breaking a rule” with his
parallels; he was thickening a single melody with chordal colour.
I believe there is still great scope for creativity without abandoning H & C.
We have in no way exhausted their potential and in fact the biological isolation of human brains from each other, and the putative incommensurability of cultures are proving to be an impediment to the kind of concerted
effort we need to solve the problem of global warming. Neuroscientist Walter J. Freeman says that “the role of music as an instrument of communication beyond words strikes at the heart of the ways in which we humans
come to trust one another. Trust is the basis of all human social endeavors,
and a case is made that it is created through the practice of music […] Here
in its purest form is a human technology for crossing the solipsistic gulf. It
constructs the sense of trust and predictability in each member of the community on which social interactions are based.”
As composers and as music teachers, we are entrusted with passing on
the secrets and skills of this powerful human technology. I find it reassuring that people all over the world wear glasses, use microscopes, cross-section drawings, and rely on timekeeping devices to organize their social and
business lives. These technologies arose in the same times and places as
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counterpoint, incorporating the same projective geometry, yet no one considers it an act of cultural compromise to use them. Taking Hindemith’s
point in a different direction, I propose that H & C shouldn’t be enshrined
on a cultural pedestal. Harmony and counterpoint are rather dynamic resources for our creativity, to be used with confidence and enthusiasm.
They are trusty.
(Originally a talk given to the Victoria Chapter of the British Columbia Registered Music Teachers Association.)

Janet Danielson, ACWC/AFCC Treasurer, is a composer
whose works have been performed in England, the U.S.,
and Canada by ensembles ranging from the Vancouver
Chinese Instrument Ensemble to the Vancouver Symphony
and CBC Radio Orchestras. She is a composition professor
at Simon Fraser University, BC.

Two ACWC Honorary Members Named:
Roberta Stephen and Gayle Young
This year, ACWC has honoured two members for their exceptional support
of Canadian women composers over the years, and for their remarkable
compositional careers.
ACWC composer, music publisher, and benefactor Roberta Stephen was honoured with a reception at The GRAND in Calgary on June 2, 2019.
Stephen received both an ACWC Honorary Life
Membership, presented by ACWC Treasurer Janet
Danielson, and a Violet Archer Lifetime Achievement Award, presented by John Reid, the Prairie
Regional Director of the Canadian Music Centre.
The reception was attended by a number of Roberta’s colleagues and supporters including ACWC
member Hope Lee and her husband, David Eagle.
Roberta explained how her own experience as a
Roberta Stephen, 2019
composer led to her idea for the the scholarship:
when she finished her training as a composer in her late thirties, she said
there was “nothing for her.” She was, however, able to establish her career
through great perseverance, entrepreneurship, and organizational skill. In
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addition to the tributes to Roberta, the reception included the official announcement of the 2019 award winners, Laura Hawley and Maren
Lisac. (Derived from ACWC website here.) The Spring/Summer 2019
ACWC/AFCC Journal carried a detailed account of previous winners of the
Roberta Stephen Award on pages 38-43.

Gayle Young was awarded an ACWC / AFCC Honorary Life Membership in November 2019 for her exceptional accomplishments as an innovative composer, instrument creator/inventor, writer, feminist and administrator. She is a founding ACWC member, serving on the ACWC Board for
many years. For decades she edited Musicworks, Canada's leading publication on new and unusual music. She discusses the histories and intentions of innovative composers and instrument designers including Pauline
Oliveros, R. Murray Schafer, Michael Snow, and James Tenney. She has
written extensively on tunings, wrote the definitive biography on Hugh
LeCaine (Canada's principal inventor of electronic instruments), written
for our ACWC Journal, and was recently featured in a CMC Presents Concert, along
with jaw-harp virtuoso Chik White on November 21, 2019 at Canadian Music Centre,
Toronto. Her compositions were played this
past summer in Boston and New York City;
her sound installation “Tonally Inclined” was
featured in the 2019 Sonic Innovations exhibition at Caramoor Center for Music and the
Gayle Young
Arts, in New York State.
Young's compositions, many of them electroacoustical and/or soundscape
oriented, rank among the most highly esteemed Canadian works today. CMC
suggests her tonal soundscapes "link natural sound with the musical worlds
of tuning and harmony." (https://cmccanada.org/event/cmc-presents-chikwhite-gayle-young/). A 2018 recipient of the ACWC Roberta Stephen Award,
she presented her compositions with her new 9-stringed instrument, the Allium, at Visiones Sonores, an annual festival of electroacoustic music held
in Morelia, Mexico. (ACWC Journal Spring / Summer 2019, pp. 38-40). All
along, Gayle Young has championed women's music as part of her ongoing
life work. (https://acwc.ca/)
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IAWM Report

International Alliance for Women in Music
This year, the IAWM elected a new Board of Directors which will serve
from 2020-2022. Roles were accepted at the October board meeting and
an announcement giving the names of those new to the board was made on
the website and facebook page. The changes in the executive of new president, new treasurer, etc. will be finalized at the January meeting. Complete
details on the exact board make up will be posted mid-December or early
January. There are 12 new members so time will be spent familiarizing
them with their responsibilities, but they bring renewed energy and a desire to find ways to better serve the IAWM membership.
Plans are in the works for next year's annual concert, with the organization
looking to hold it outside of the United States. There wasn't a concert this
year due to a congress, so the last concert was in Dublin, Ireland in 2018.
The congress, held in Boston, Massachusetts, was a collaboration of Feminist Theory and Music 15, Berklee's Institute of Jazz and Gender Justice,
and the IAWM. As well as many talks and presentations, there were two
main concerts featuring the music of women composers and performers.
The program is available to download and peruse on the IAWM website.
The IAWM continues to improve its website. It was reconfigured in 2017
but there are still a few problems. It is worth a look though, as there is a lot
of information readily available on IAWM's work, including a list of its
various committees –everything from Advocacy and Public Relations to
Finance and Membership. An interesting note comes from the Advocacy
and Public Relations Committee. Linda Rimel sends out a weekly Radio
Request letter and Broadcast Update. The Radio Request is a letter for
members to copy and send to local broadcast stations to ask them to play
music by a specific woman composer, with a new one chosen every week.
The letter has links about the composer, and a discography. Broadcasters
are also asked that if the station doesn't have any recordings of music by
that week's composer, would they visit IAWM's site and play something by
another woman composer. The Broadcast Update is a list of works that
have been played on air that week by a woman composer or performer.
The fall edition of the journal is now available. Copies of the journal are
mailed out, and can be accessed by members on-line through the website.
Diane Berry is ACWC Secretary and composer based in Victoria,
BC where she continues to teach, perform, and compose.
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Member News
Evelyn Stroobach's composition for chamber orchestra entitled Nonet received a European premier performance in Vienna, Austria
at the Kaisersaal on November 2, 2019 by the
Euroamerican Newartmusic Sinfonietta under the baton of Maestro Christian Wenzel.
The three movement Nonet as the name implies is composed for nine instruments: flute,
oboe, clarinet in Bb, bassoon, violin I, violin
II, viola, violoncello and contrabass. This Euroamerican Fest concert was given to honour
the bicentennial anniversary of Clara Schumann and was dedicated to women composers. Stroobach was the Canadian representative at the concert. Meastra Sylvia Constantinidis, concert organizer, wrote: “Concert went great. Everyone likes your piece.
Congrats!!!!”
https://globovision.com/article/el-festivaleuroamerican-se-estreno-exitosamente-enviena

nex. For more information, please go to the
website: http://musiccentrebc.ca/2019/cmcbc-celebrates-jocelyn-morlocks-and-jordannobles-joint-50th-birthday/
During Fall 2019, Afarin Mansouri was
able to defend her PhD thesis on the subject
of Canadian Children's Opera, its history and
effects on child and youth intellectual development. During October, she collaborated
with Canadian Opera Company as a teaching
artist and facilitated opera workshops for
high school age students based on the Puccini
Turandot production. During the workshop,
she helped students gain insight about the
original Persian story and be able to create a
dramatic scene based on Turandot's three
riddles. November was the month of composing a new song cycle for the Canadian Art
Song Project which hopefully will be premiered Spring 2020 as part of Beethoven's
150th celebration. The songs are based on
Persian poetry in Farsi. Afarin received a
grant from the Toronto Arts Council for the
creation of her new opera, so most of Winter
2020 will be spent composing this opera. As
the composer in resident of the Heliconian
Club, she would like to workshop and perform some sections of this new opera in May
2020. In February 2020, she will also collaborate with the Canadian Opera Company in
two pre-performance lectures based on the
opera Hansel and Gretel at the Four Seasons
Centre for Performing Arts in Toronto.

Jean Ethridge composed “Hymn for Advent” for First United Church, Salmon Arm,
BC. It will be accompanied on the piano and
sung by the church choir for four Sundays in
Advent, beginning December 1, 2019.
In
mid-January
2020,
Hildegard
Westerkamp will be at the University of
Toronto’s New Music Festival, with pianist
Rachel Iwaasa performing her works
Klavierklang and Like A Memory. She will
also be participating in the Weather
Soundings series of events supported by the
U of T’s Jackman Humanities Institute.
Information: www.hildegardwesterkamp.ca

In September 2019, Fiona Evison presented her research: From Art Music to Heart
Music: The Role of the Composer in Community Music. The research was illustrated by
compositions which included professional

Jocelyn Morlock shared a 50th birthday
concert with Jordan Nobles on December 9,
2019 at 7 pm at Vancouver's Orpheum An-
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and community musicians, and participatory
elements by the audience. She graduated with
her MA in Community Music from Wilfrid
Laurier University and has been working
steadily since then as a guest music director
in various community settings in Owen
Sound, Ontario. In addition to local premieres of community instrumental and
choral compositions, she was thrilled to have
two international premieres during the
Christmas concert season: “Show True Justice”, an a cappella choral piece was premeried in Edinburgh, Scotland by Voces Inauditae; “Here I Seek You”, an art song for
mezzo-soprano, cello and piano was premiered in New York City by soprano Jamilyn
Manning-White.

zona (Winnipeg, and Cantiamo Choirs of Ottawa (Ottawa).
Laura is pursuing further studies in composition through lessons with Prof. Allan Bell in
Calgary (with the support of the Roberta
Stephen Award from the ACWC!) and is promoting the self-published choral works of
Canadian composers through reading sessions at conferences and through programming. She recently performed the Alberta
premiere of Stephanie Martin’s cantata for
choir and orchestra, Winter Nights with Da
Camera Singers and Orchestra Borealis! Da
Camera’s next program of the season will include the Alberta premiere of Matthew Larkin’s Songs of Love and Loss for choir with piano. Laura's new roles are as the Artistic Director of Da Camera Singers (starting July
2019) and Conductor of ChandraTala (September 2019)

Recent highlights, honours, and current special projects for Laura Hawley include two
recent recordings released featuring her music: Canadian Chamber Choir’s October 2019
release, Seasons of Life and Landscape,
which includes Laura’s five-movement work
In Song as the main featured work and
Elektra Women’s Choir’s autumn 2019 release On Christmas Night which features
Laura’s Carol Trilogy. Laura was accepted
into the Banff Centre for Arts and Creativity’s
“Choral Art: Conductors and Composers”
program for 2020 as one of 5 internationally
selected composers. She also participated in
the “Arts, Culture, and Digital Transformation Summit” at the Banff Centre. Commissions for choral ensembles across the country
include: Coastal Sound and Burnaby Youth
Choir (BC), Kokopelli Choirs (Edmonton),
Amadeus Choir (Toronto), Les Chantamis
(Edmonton), Vancouver Youth Choir (Vancouver), Halifax Camerata (Halifax), Edmonton Swiss Men’s Choir (Edmonton), Da Capo
Chamber Choir (of Amabile) (London), Can-

Dr. Maya Badian's recently completed new
book, titled: My Composing Journey: Passion & Profession by Maya Badian, Analyzes
of My Own Original Compositions, published by Lucian Badian Editions, is a unique
book of this kind in the Canadian literature,
as no other Canadian composer has written a
book presenting the detailed analyzes and
program notes of his/her own compositional
output. This book can be ordered starting December 23, 2019, from the LUCIAN BADIAN
EDITIONS: badian@sympatico.ca Library
and Archives Canada is the host of 291 scores,
musical analyzes, and books signed by Dr.
Maya Badian. There are also a number of
Youtube videos about Maya Badian's life and
music: "Dr. Maya Badian Composer’s Insights"; “Maya Badian: Music Is My
Message”; “Maya Badian’s Music: Orchestral
Mirrors of Life"; and "Maya Badian: Composing A Life, Composing My Music”.
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On Sunday, December 8 at 3 pm, Sylvia
Rickard’s Whitman’s song, “Good-Bye, My
Fancy”, was repeated by Andrew R. White
and Nathen Buckner in a concert at the University of Nebraska at Lincoln, NE, Kimball
Recital Hall in Hixon-Lied College of Fine
and Performing Arts.

rary music performance practice. Gestures
common to these sound worlds, such as
bending notes, grace notes, timbre transformation, harmonic resonance, fluctuating vibrato and expressive shaping of notes, different kinds of attacks, glissandi and arpeggios,
reveal the connections between these diverse
musical idioms.

Hope Lee: An international CD launch concert has been planned to take place in 2020
in Frankfurt, Germany, co-organized by
Furore Verlag and the Archiv Frau und Musik
for across the veiled distances, a new recording released on Centrediscs in November,
presenting Canadian composer Hope Lee’s
piano compositions from the past four
decades (1979-2017). This new recording features Japanese pianist Yumiko Meguri, and
German accordionist Stefan Hussong. Both
musicians are contemporary music interpreters extraordinaire: Yumiko Meguri has
released more than 20 albums, ranging from
Western classical to contemporary music and
jazz; Stefan Hussong, having over 100 works
written for him, is recognized internationally
as a most acclaimed interpreter and recording artist of music of our time. This new album includes five of Hope Lee's compositions
and is a significant milestone of a long-lasting
collaboration between a composer and two
most inspiring and dedicated musicians, a
celebration of shared musical values and passion across time and distance.

ACWC Initiatives Fund
Deadline: February 1, 2020
Available to all ACWC members for:
• creating new compositions
• creative compositional networking
• CD and/or online recording project
• creating workshops, conferences, or venues
where new compositions are encouraged,
taught, created, workshopped, and more
Who may apply? Any ACWC composer, regardless of age, who has not yet received either a Roberta Stephen Fund or a previous
ACWC Initiatives Fund, who has held membership for at least one full year, and has submitted bio and composition info to ACWC
Web Manager Mary-Catherine Pazzano
<mc@marycatherinepazzano.com> for the
ACWC Member pages:
https://acwc.ca/members/member-pages/
To apply, download and complete the ACWC
Initiatives Fund 2020 Application form then
email to caweaver@uwaterloo.ca

In the music of Hope Lee, subtle sonic transformation via meaningful gestures is an essential aspect in her musical sensibilities and
expression. Musical gestures and traditions
migrate from one culture to another, from the
past to the present, enriching the artistic
practice of our time. A fascination with the
nuances of timbre – variety of touch, articulation and gesture – links the aesthetics of ancient Chinese music with current contempo-

Roberta Stephen Award
Application
Deadline: April 15, 2020
The Roberta Stephen Award, worth $500, offers support to a Canadian woman composer
aged 36 or older for professional develop-
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ment such as further studies, conferences, workshops, or composers’ festivals.
To apply: https://acwc.ca/2019/11/25/newdeadline-april-15-for-roberta-stephen-awardapplication-2020/

and recording project. We welcome works
that include electronics and/or improvisation. Submissions may be of any length. Previously performed works are welcomed. Send
scores (along with any performance directions, programme notes, sound files, etc.) to:
amanda.lowry@gmail.com

RBC Bridges, SoundstreamWorkshop for Early Career
Composers
Deadline: Dec. 20, 2019

Bert Wier Memorial Music
Commission Call for
Proposals
Deadline: Dec. 31, 2019

RBC Bridges is a 10-day tuition-free program
in Toronto, Canada that brings together celebrated composer mentors, a professional resident ensemble, and six emerging composers,
to develop and premiere new work in a professional context / participate in professional
development and networking opportunities.

The 2nd Bert Weir Memorial Commission of
$500 for a Canadian composer will be awarded to compose a 7-15 minute work for community string orchestra, or community orchestra and choir, inspired by a work of art by
a Parry Sound or Nothern Ontario artist. The
work will be premiered by Whispering River
Orchestra in June, 2019 on Bert Weir Memorial Day. Send proposals to Brenda Margaret
Muller, Artistic Director of Ardeleana Chamber Music Society. Call: 905 960 9281 for
questions or information.
whisperingriverorchestra@gmail.com

DATES: May 1–10, 2020 (Toronto, Canada).
Composer-in-residence:
Sarah
Kirkland
Snider. Resident ensemble: 8 Voices (SATB)
PROGRAM: This year’s workshop will be inspired by the music of the late Quebecois
composer Claude Vivier. Selected participants’ final works will be showcased alongside works by Sarah Kirkland Snider, and in
connection with Soundstreams’ Main Stage
production of Musik für das Ende.

NJSO Edward T. Cone
Composition Institute
Deadline: February 14, 2020

Entry Fee: $30 (CAD)
For details about the program/eligibility visit
https://soundstreams.ca/education/emergin
g-composer-workshop/

The New Jersey Symphony Orchestra’s Cone
Composition Institute is a week-long program for four emerging composers to have
works premiered by the NJSO and participate
in extensive professional development. July
13-18, 2020. Steven Mackey is Institute Director. Guest conductor is Ludovic Morlot.
https://www.njsymphony.org/educationservice/njso-edward-t-cone-compositioninstitute

For any questions: felixm@soundstreams.ca

Tabula Rasa Call for Scores
Deadline: Dec. 31, 2019
Tabula Rasa, a flute / percussion duo based
in Toronto is seeking submissions of works
for flute and percussion by Canadian composers who identify as women for a recital
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Board of Directors

Representatives

Chair
Carol Ann Weaver

West Coast
Janet Danielson

Treasurer
Janet Danielson

Ontario
Edith Covach

Secretary
Diane Berry

Atlantic
Mary Knickle
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Fiona Evison

International
Tawnie Olson
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Stephanie Orlando

ACWC Founder

Web Manager
Mary-Catherine Pazzano

Carolyn Lomax

Positions to be Filled
Representative —Quebec
Representative —Prairies

General Inquiries
Carol Ann Weaver

caweaver@uwaterloo.ca

Membership Dues
$40 – Active Members
$35 – Associates/Affiliates
$25 – Student Members
Due annually on July 1. Pay
on our website using PayPal:
Pay dues here
or mail a cheque directly to:
ACWC
10158 Fifth St.
Sidney, BC V8L 2Y1

Do you have composer news for the
ACWC/ACFF Journal?
Would you like to contribute an article?
Contact our editor, Fiona Evison:
acwcbulletin@gmail.com
Submissions for the next edition must be received by

May 15, 2020

